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"Lot S 'f
Looki
O
ng"

Travel Fair
By Michael Vieira
There is something in just
about every person which
beckons them to lands unknown.
This mystique found an audience
in the Student Union Art Gallery
frio March 3-7.
The event was called a Travel
Fair and was sponsored by the
Student Union. 'It was a colorful
festival of posters, slides and
pamphlets with one goal in mind,
according to Gail Argencoutt,
Travel Fair Coordinator, that
goal was "to get kids interested in
foreign countries".
The plan for getting students
involved was by offering a series
of well publiCized events. Lectures, slide presentations, folk
dancing, receptions and a wine
sampling hilighted the' Travel
Fair.
Besides the altruistic goal of
"getting kids interested in foreign
lands", it was fairly obvious that
other Student Union activities
were being promoted. Gail also
stated that the Travel Fair was
planned to spread information
about the "ride board, International Student I. D. 's as well
as to llpro~ote the Bermuda
trip" .
The Travel Fair "offered a lot of
good information" she said,
however, the majority of students
did not get involved. Gail CONCLUDED BY COMMENDING
ALL THOSE WHO WORKED
"directly to make it a success and
also the members of the College
Community who came."
COMMENTARY
Being the "conservative"
newspaper on campus, I felt it
ethical to avoid injecting subjectivity into the Travel Fair
report. To make amends for

violating the cardinal rules of do you know who are entering a
certain friends and idols that promising job manket?
there is no such thing as sub- Sure there are exceptions. I
jectivity, this commentary is suppose a few still have "mums
written.
The Travel Fair
and dads"WHO
over, the posters (according to who not only foot the bills, but
Gail Argeucouit) have been send allowances and trip bonuses
raffled off and the donated wine' for getting a good
aas been drunken in bourgeois cum(but that's another from 9
f
Jacchanalian delight. As always, prostitution).
the planners lament a poor
It is curious tha t the Travel
showing, blaming the apathetic Fair got such good publicity. yet
students and the dea th of college faired poorly in
radicalism. Being the mecca of attendance. It is even more
student
activism, the curious that it happened to
newspapers always sympathize correspond with a trip to . Berwith the mourners.
muda and other "House' (S. U.)

is

Not this tixne.

Perhaps, iu

preparation for the birth into the
real world for this senior; or
possibly due to journalistic
cynicesm, I can!'t feel bad.
Passing through the Travel
Fair was like watching a stag
mm--Iots of ,looking but no
fulfillment.
The
Travel Fair was a
colorful combat zone prostituting
travel to penniless
winos. It is hard enough to afford
tuition let alone touring, and how

activities.

Wth

all 'the

gala

billboards and work involved it is
unfortunate that not niore
students were running up the
stairs to fantasize.
Perhaps a new revolution is at
hand, one that although does not
burn down the bastille of needless
pi pedreams at least is not playing
the game by ignoring the Pavlov
experiment and not salivatiI.lg at
the drop of a poster ora slide of
Paraguay._

SNEA:
Workshop 766
By Dotty Tisevich
Despite the usual difficultites
incountered in pl~nning an
academic event at BSC, SNEA
was successful in presenting a
very informative educational
workshop, "Chapter 766."
Chapter 766 of the General Laws
of Massachusetts provides for

equal education for students with
special needs; a flexible, nondiscriminatory system to identify'
students' secial needs; and a
periodicevaluation of the child in
the special program. The bill was
initiated by the parents of special
needs children to insure an equal

education for ~ir children in

community schools.
The workshop was run by two
,women from the Mass. Teachers
Association, Nadine Yate and
Fran SHomer.
They both
presented a good program
focusing on the implementation of
chapter 766 in local slchoo1s and
determining who specJal needs
children are and how their
educational plans are developed.
The program started ·with an
i.!!.!roc!tJ~!!>r'y le.cture of what'
Chapter 766 is and how it has been
implemented. With the use of an
overhead projector (which didn't
help at a11- the .room was too large
and people too far away to benefit
from it), Nadine and Fran explained the process of identifying
a special needs child and
developing an educational plan
for him/her to follow. All the
steps involved are spelled out in a
series of 3 booklets, entitled
"Puzzled about 766?" Each of the
three booklets defines one of the
steps in the process of: Iden~
,tification and Assessment,
Evaluation and Planning, and
Mainstreaming of the special
needs ('hili!

A .special needs student is

defined as one ': who cannot
aderujatelv meet the Plograms
designed for others in his grade
level as determined by the
following critieria: intellectual,
sensory, emotional, and physical
development. The first step in
evaluating a child is the referral
process. Referral means that the
child's case is sent to a Core
Evaluation Team (CET) which
will evaluate the child based on
reports from every member of the
team. Referral may come from
the parent, teacher, doctor, or
anyone in close contact with the
child wnois aware of his/her
needs.
After a referral, for
evaluation has been made, the
CET :1s FORMED. The CETis
made up of those people having
close contact with the child,
usually the parents, teacher,
principal, doctor, etc. . Recommendations from the CET are a
result of discussion of every
member's evaluation of the child
based on ,the
following
guidelines: motor developement,
numerical ability, reading and
w
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* * * BICENTENNIAL NEWS * * *
"The poperty of the country is such that all the power and sway has got into the hands of the
rich, who by extrotious advantages having the commonpel!ple in the,~r debt, have
always curbed and opressed them in all manner of ways.

.

This quote is from Nathaniel
Bawn, who led a r:evolt of Virgini::l,
,planters in 1676, against the ,.
ari!Stocratic royal government
under
governor
William

'

Berkeley. , Bacon has been in-' indi:ans from Virginia for American Reyolution and
terpreted by- some. as being a unlimited territorial expantion.
democratic reform, because this
demagogue, whose only real OTHERS SEE HIM AS A was tOe first organzed opposition
OF
THE to British rule. '
interest was removing all thA 'ir..ORERUNNER

·2

M~rch 13, 197~

Two weeks ago the General Faculty
side-tracked making a final decision on
changing the General Education Requirements from 63 to 39 semester hours.
They recommended.to Pres. Rondileau tha.t
a moratorium be declared on any modifications to the GER's until the end of
. the 1975-76 academic year. The reasoning behind' this recommendation wCt.s economic and political with a few departments filibustering a delay in deciding.
During this past week faculty politics has once again successfully stymed
attempts to implement immediate revisions to the GER's. IV~arch 4, the Student
Government Association unanimously passed a motion recommending to'Pres~ Rondileau that IV~arch 20 be set aside as a
"Self-Study Day" on the GER's. Classes
would be suspended; faculty and students
could use that day to discuss and/or
plan changes in curriculum and departments to implement the 39 hour requirement system. Pres. Rondileau took this
proposal to the Divisional Heads (Behavioral Sciences, Humani ties etc.) and
from there approached Faculty Council.
Faculty Council, however, could not make
a decision until the General Faculty was
consulted. That consultation will 'take
place on next Tuesday. Without doubt, the
"Self-Study Day" will be voted against;
two days notice is too short a time for·
suspension of classes. ' SGA has attempt-

-
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.
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ed to counter such a decision in the ev-
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ent that it is reached. They now recommend that if March 20 is not feasible as
"Self-Study Day" then set aside a day
the first week after vacation to discuss
the revamped GEH's and changes these will
necessi tafe'.
It is greatly hoped that the General
Faculty will agree to such a "Self-Study
Day". In not recommending against the
proposed changes in the GER's, but only
recommending that time is D-ecessary to
8.9hie..:y.e. these ch~ges t _,the facul ty appears to view the revisions as una.voidable if not favorable. A year and a half
is quite a lenghty time to consider res_tructuring of departments and revisions
to curriculum. A "!:)elf-Study Day" of the'
sort proposed would not only help departments but greatly speed proceedings.
Surely one day's class time cannot be
gruged for such an important issue af·fecting the education of every student
at ESC.
Recommend,ing a year and one hal f
moratorium on revisions of the GER's to
restructure curriculum i~ padding the time
needed I think. It is also putting economic considerations before educational
and -illlowing politics to-ruie matters
that should not be political. Putting off
a decision on "Self-Study Day" until all
the faculty members possible can be consul ted is just §.flother ploy .for time. It
is a good thing that the U.S. Congress
does not have to consult every voter possible before it makes a decision. The
country would then indeed be going nowhere.
which ls-where the revisions to the General... Education Requirements at ESC are
going now.
'
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OFF-SHORE
DRILLING

By Dick Steadman

example, when navigating their
Bureau involves six persons trawlers off of Georges Bank, the
Last Wednesday the Earth
working part time including a fishermen use special longitude
Science and Geography Dept. and lawyer,
a
biologist, and latitude liries called lourin
Club, presented Ms. Susan
oceanographer, geographer,
li~.&~fi~~mOO~Wb~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Peterson a post-doctoral caneconomist and an anthropologist. following
the same lines for years - didate from Woods Hole. She is a
Ms Peterson holds the positioilOf and if an oil company were to put
member of the Bureau of La~d
anthropologist and recently has up a drilling rig in the middle of
Management which is a division
been traveling up and down the one of these lines a definite
of the Department of the Interior.
New England Coast discussion problem would result. The oil
The Bureau's job recently has
with the fishermen their feelings companies seem willing to move
been to study the effect off-shore
Applications for entrance into
on off-shore drilling.
Applicants should· verify with
their rigs a few feet one way or
drilling would have on the Northe
Teacher
p'reparation the Infirmary, Pope Hall, that
She has generally found that the other because of the fact that
teastern coast of the United
Program and for senior off- they have met the health and
the fisherman are willing to a surgle rig' can drill out at an
. States.
campus student teaching are tuberculin test .criteria for apcompromise with the oil com- angle and tap an oil deposit say a
The present project of the
available from the Office fof ·proval.
'
panies on all problems. For hundred miles to the east. The oil
Department
Chairmen
and
from
Completed
application
forms'
and fish companies have already
the
Teacher
Preparation
and
are
to
be
returned
to
the
Office
decided that any underwater oil
Placement Office (Tillinghast .. from which obtained by Friday,
lines can and will be buried.
Hall) .
March 21.
'rhe bureau is also looking into
Any now interested in or who
THE: DEADLINE FOR
the economic effect oil drilling
velieve they may become in- ACCEPTAN8E
FOR APwill have on coastal towns. One of
terested in teaching must apply PLICATIONS •FOR INCLUSION
the more prominant problems
for and be accepted into the
on the CoJl~ge' teacher cerconcerns the influx of new boats
Teacher
Preparation Program.
tification list is Monday, March
the oil drilling will bring. There
Undergraduates planning to 24.
will have to be supply boats, taxi
undertake
senior stUdent teaching
These are to be filed· at the
boats, and tankers to run a sucto
apply
for that status in Teacher
are
Preparation
and
cessfuloil derick. Where will all
their junior year.
Placement Office.
these boats be moored and serviced. Certainly not in any of
Massachusetts' already overcrowded ports. The fishermen
have already been pushed out of
many harbors by the
On Good Friday, March 28th,
Schedule for the day:
economically preferred pleasure
many persons will gather at
9:15 a.m. Assemble at Beacon
boats. The men working on the
Beacon Hill Friends Center, 6 Hil Friends Center
drilling rig will also need an
Chestnut Street, Boston to witness
island or a fairly empty shore for peace.
11 t04 p.m.
Peace witness on
town in which to spend their
the Boston Common (near Park
They shall stand before GOd
St. MBTA Station)
leisure time.
It has been
and our fellow citizens and
sugg~sted the companies buy the
representatives in go.vernment
Workshops at Paulist
island of Nantucket which is seen
(1)
in SILENT WORSHIP Center, 5 Park St.
as perfect for the vacationing remembering that we are all
campus for all the litter-bugs.
12 noon
U.S. Military Inmen as well as a port for main- responsible for suffering, hunger,
tervention--Indochina and the
Tired of seeing mud, where
All clubs an(r organizations on
tainance of the boats.
. disease, and death for people (2)
grass once flurished on our campus have been notified (or
As she was closing out her talk in WITNESS as we renounce all Middle East
campus greens? If you are ,or will be shortly) as to all the Susan was asked about the status
1 p.m. The OlrrentEconomic
killing and seek in our daily lives
Situation--Eronomic
Alternatives
even if you're not, National details of the campaign, so if you
of the contriversial 200 - mile that spirit that takes away the
College Pitch-in week, April7-11 is would like to help talk it up at the fishing limit. She said that; there occasion of all wars. (3) in AP2'p.m. Food and Famine--The
for you and the entire BSC next meeting, maybe even get are eight bills in favor of it before PEAL that we may all turn from Film ':viet for a Smal Planet"
campus. (that includes faculty together with other groups and
congress and predicted that one the inhumanity and futility of
3 p.m.
War Taxes--The World
pool your ideas.
.and admin- istration too!)
would pass and be signed by the military "defense" to a new
Peace Tax Fund
If you're not a joiner and would
Sponsered by Budwieser, and
president before the end of this definition of freedom that comes
still like to get involved you can do
ABC radio the week is a college
year.
from im~ginative, compassionate. Everyone is invited to attend this
oriented anti-litter and campus so by contacting any of the
solutions.
Witness for Peace.
beautification program designed following people:
to create interest and enthusiasm Jim Daley- Pres. MAA
among campus groups to and Joan Lynch- Pres. WRA
carry-out campus and/or com- Joel Pointon- Pres. Biology Club
munity clean-up activities. First A
prize is $1000 awarded to the Sue Shadbegian Pres. Dorm
Council
college.
Suggestions so far for BSC Dean Breslin- in the Student communication skills, and atThe o,bject~ves, and goals of the
o:ver 25% requires a full CET.
educaional
.plan are usually
have been, to enhance the en- Services Office
Aflull CET j also used for those
titude and behavior.', The teacher
drawn
from
the student's
trances to: Boyden Hall, the Sue Lawson- The COMMENT would base this information from
students in day care programs.
Science Building and the various office'
hospitals, and institutions, and weaknesses. The idea is to help
observations in the classroom;
There will also be an envelope the parents from the child's
dorms by planting grass and
differs from an intermediate CET the special needs child to become
on
the door of the Comment Office conduct at home; the doctor from
bushes.
Re -decorating the
in t~t it includes anyone who has integrated, or mainstreamed, into
cafeteria at Great Hill and im- and Student Services for any
contacts with the child during I had or will have involvement with the normal classroom situation.
proving upon the APPEAR- ideas, feedback. etc., you may . visits; and so on. After it hasr. the child, also a, social worker,
To help those attending the
If we all Upitch-in"
ANCES OF THE tennis courts have.
workshop to better understand
been determined that the child r. and often a psychologist.
and football field, as well as together. even if we don't win, the does have special needs and the!
The considerations that go into the workings of the immaking sure that
plenty of campus will be a much nicer evaluation is completed, it is time developing an educational plan plementation of 766, the three
recepticals are placed all over place to be.
to draw up a plan for the child.
are the fina~ evaluation of the booklets gave examples of. special "
The educational plan 15"8 student by the CET, the amount of . needs childrens' evaluations and
formula for the teacher to follow work that can be expected of the plans. Then, to give us an idea of
the task of evaluation and planthat will set goals and objectives child, the child's learning style,
for the student. The goals are and the respOnsibility of theschrol ning, there were background
sketches given of a couple
both immediate -and long-range, to provide necessary materials.
and are based on the student's Input for the educational· plan studen~ and we were to work as
capabilities, his/her special comes from the teacher and J CE1"s and dtaw our own conneeds, and prototype.
The very importantly, from the clusions on how we would handle
prototype is the amount of timt: a parents. That the parents are a certain child's problem.
SNEA must be congratulated
child is out of the classroom. This aware of the child's plan and can
on
presenting a relavent and a
keep
track
of
his/her
progress
is
is used to determine the type of
The
CET - either intermediate of full- very important to the success of meaningful program.
that will evaluate the child and the plan. The plan is subject to planning could have been better
draw up the educational plan. An approval or rejection by the (the ballroom was cold and too
intermediate CE'r is used when parents and, once approved and big) but on the whole the program
the student is out of the classroom implemented, is constantly re- was very well done and beneficial
to those of usa ttending.
up to 25% of the time. Anything evaluated.

STUDENT TEACHING
APPLICATIONS

PITOI IN!
and Oean Up!!!

WITNESS

SNEA

FOR

PEACE

(cont. from pagel)
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HIJACKED!

rights. In a few weeks, the;
Massachusetts House will debate
a bill that guarantees homosex
uals equal access to public emAn ls-year old Hyde Park H.S.
American fishermen, angered
ployment.
A bill
STUDENT', ARRAIG~ED
by foreign fleets that are fishing
may be introduced to argue the
. ON KIDNAPPING
off US shores, may take matters
present sodomy and fornication
CHARGES
connected with· a
into their own hands and even.
Supporters term the
laws.
Feb.l4
school
bus hijacking, was
arm themselves. Maine lobster
progress in debate as symbolic
fishermen carr y high powered
the first student to be arrested
because the bills will not be
rifles and may use them. Rep.
for such charges. The student
William'Cohen(R -Maine) AND # signed into law despite supJ?Or: was among 50 others on a school
from Dukakis, Atty. Gen. BellottI
OTHER COASTAL STATE
bus headed for Roxbury and
and Secretary of State Guzzi.
CONGRESSMEN testified at a·
Dorchester
from Hyde Park.
. Although the House contains 60 .
fisheries subcommittee hearing
The bus driver was forced to
new me~bers, and a majority
on 19 bills to extend US fisheries
m; ght be produced against the take them to a restaurant on
jurisdiction from the 12 mile limit
American Legion Highway, then
discrimination bills, it is likely
to 200 mile limit. They warned tat
to the Lewenberg School in
that the re-elected 38 members
a major international incident
Mattapan, The' students finally
wi!
vote "no" . Repeal of the
could erupt unless the limit is
left
the bus at Blue Hill avenue
extended unilaterally until a. sodomy and fornication laws is and Callender street in Dor- .
workable international_ dragging slowly reported the chester.
spokesmanfor the House Ways
agreement can be reached.
Rep. Gerry Studds, a and Means Committee.
democrat from Mass. and a
subcommittee member, said guns
aboard American ships will make
for a very dangerous situation.
Massachusetts bicyclists have revjew testimony on bicycle
Studds and Sen. Warren a long -standing complaint about funding and regulations. 'rhe
Magnuson(D-Wash) , AN author the lack of bikeways and bike proposed legislation includes
of one bill calling for a unilateral regulations .NOW, with the in- plans to reduce air pollution and
2OQ-mile US fishing limit pending troduction of legislation prepared energy consumption by conthe establishment of a global 200- by the Boston Bar ASSociation. structing bicycle paths, parking
mile limit by the UN Law of the with the support of the Boston facilities at places of emSea Conference. The Studds- Area Bicyclists Ass. the Urban ploymen~ , student centers and
Magnuson bill ( passed by the Bikeway Design Collaborative, MBTA stations. Also, they will.
Senate but defeated in the House) the Sierra Club and other con- try to determine what additional'
is strongly supported by the New cerned groups, some of their facilities J'and programs areEngland fishing industry. New complaints might get attention. needed to safeguard 'bicyclists
England fisheries leaders doubt The Environmental Pro tec~on and. encourage the use tOt the
that the 200-mile agreement will Agency holding a hearing to bicycle as an alternative type of
be reached at the Geneva conference that will be held next
week.
Hugh F. 0' Rourke,
chairman of the New England
Fisheries Committee did not
condone the action taken by
fishermen. Others did condone
the carrying of arms because the
fisherman had to protect their
rights and could not wait for inter!1ational agreement.

Bii(;i Co'Mploin1s ~i;;~~

Dear Editor,
The current poor health of the
Massachusetts Repulbican Party
offers a great danger to the
public, but a great oppor~unity to
students interested in public
service.

for the asking. This gets him to
the final election where everyone
votes, not just party regulars. A
student elected as a Republican is
free to vote his conscience in the
Legislature. In many towns and
cities, students who choose to run
The danger, of course, is the· slates for the Repbulican Comthreat of one party rule. ' The four miUees in next spring's
to one majority in the Legislature Presidential Primary could be
has led to less debate a~d roll elected and control the party
calls and the concertration of locally.
The Republican party, and the
power in the hanG!; of the
leadership. The only effective state, badly need the kind of issueopposition occures when dissident oriented leadership that young
liberal Democrats unite with people can provide. This is a way
. Hepublicans on an issue, as for concerned students to become
happened on creation of the so involved in influencing the
called "Black Senate Seat." One direction of the party and the
has only to look at Chicago or the State.
"Solid South" to see where one
. I graduated from U-Mass in
party rule leads.
June of 1972 and was elected in
November of the same year. I
The current weakness of the would hope that many students
Republican Party offers the would consider running for office
opportunity to young, issue- in both parties in 1976. Now is the
oriented candidates to assume a time to get organized. I would be
leadership role in the party. A glad to talk to any students instudent who seeks public office as teres ted in running. You can call
a' Democrat must plan on spen- me at 345-2888 or 727-8830 or write
ding years waiting his turn or on to me at the State House.
facing an entrenched incumbent
,in a primary where only 15% of Sincerely,
'the electorate votes.
Robert A Hall
Ih ·IlUtJ . areas~ a' student can
Senator
have the Republican nomination

•••••••

G~ 80.~£ tl
The next battle for gay activists
ana-theIr supporters in the
legislative branch will be installing a symbolic chapter to the
book of
for homosexual

\\

---

------.----

I CAN'T iAKEYOU

ANYWH~! II
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Mass. State 'Choral Festival
The first Massachusetts State
College Choral Festival will take
place on Friday and Saturday,
March 14, and March 15. Hosted
by B~idgewater State College J the
Festival will be held in the
Student Union Auditorium on the
·campus~ With choral groups from
ei state colleges and some four
,hundred students participating it
promises to be an exciting event.
A great variety of choral music
will be performed from' Bach to
the Carpenters .• something to
please every Jistenet.
The Festival will officially
begin Friday afternoon at 1: 15
PM.
The schedule of perJormances on Friday is as
follows:
1:15 - 2:10'PM
March 14
Fitchburg State - Mixed Choir
Framingham State - Women's
and Men's Club
2:25 -- 3:20 PM
Worcester State - Choir
North Adams State - Men's
;and Women's Groups
3:35 4:30 PM
North Adams State .- Chorale
Westfield State -- Chorale
On r'i."iday evening at 8:15 PM,
the Bridgewater State College
Choral Society will present their
Two women's
Host Concert.
,groups a the Glee and the
:Americlul Singers, directed by
:Dr. Maxine M. Asselin; and two
mixed .groups, the Chorale and
the Chamber Singers, directed by
Dr. Theodore C. Davidovich will
perform. On the program will be a
variety of works from the Ren-

naissance to the present. Of
The music p~rformed at the
special interest will be the Festival will represent a wide
Chorale'S performance of several cross section of the greatest
pieces by American composers
masterpieces of music history as
from early New England's well as many lighter works from
William Billings, I AM THE
the musical stage, popular music
ROSE OF SHARON, to the and even babershop Uterature.
twentieth century New Englander The great baroque master J.S.
Charles Ives, PSALM 67. The Bach will be well represented by
American Singers, a newly for- his Motet #3 JESU PRICELESS
med group will present, in con- TREASURE. The high point of
trast, music from the American selections from the Classic period
Musical Theater such as Richard will undoubtedly be Mozart's
Rodg~rs, THE SWEETEST
REGINA COELI and the TE
SOUNDS.
DEUM in C, LIEBESLIEDER
Saturday's performances will WALTZES by Brahms will
begin at 9:45 AM. The schedule is spotiight the Romantic era, While
as follows:
March15 9:45--10:40AM
Framingham State - Mixed
Choir
Salem State - Mixed Choir
10:55 - 11:50 AM
Salem State
Women's
Chorale
Lowell State - Mixed Choir

the twentieth century will be well
represented with a variety of
pieces by Martin Shaw, Charles
Ives
HARVEST HOME
CHORALE Ill, and New
England's own Daniel
Pinkham -- IN THE
BEGINNING
OF
CREATION, with electronic tape. For laD.; of
"lighter" music, there will
be selections by the
Carpenters,
Meredith
Wilson, Richard Rodgers,
Paul Simon and many
others.
Music In Ollr Schools Day,

MIOSD, will be celebrated
nationwide on Thursday, March
13. A variety of activities are
planned for school. music
d~partments throughout the
'Commonwealth. The public is
being encouraged to visit music
classes in most schools. The
Choral Festival will provide an
excellent opportunity for the
public to hear how MUSic
Education can lead to appreciation through performances
at the higher education level. All
Festival events are FREE and
open to the public.

From Madness to Reason
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by Robert J. Dawson
FROM MADNESS TO REASON
n March 8,1975, members from

was during my sophomore year,
Gothic spires and towers of the
but I was (through God's mercy
Duke campus in the Piedmont of
.and Rice's grace) able to take my North· Carolina. I was in space
; the Mananatta Coffee House in final exams that year on the and time, but participating, in
~ternity!·A feW da~s later,_ I was'
From 2:30 to 4:20 PM an open Abbington; the Assembly of God honour system, in Spain,
Coffeehouse
in
Brockton;
the.
throughout
the
summer
at
times
back in the hospital, having got an
Clinic Rehearsal will be held for·
ego-trip again. "If God has given
all the participating choirs. The Catacomb Coffee House in of my own chOOSing and uninvigQ.ated.
me this Revelation, then I must be
rehearsal will be directed by Bridgewater; the Solid Rock
I had still not learned my
fantastic," I reasoned. The Lord
Professor Gerald Mack, guest Coffee House in Mansfield; the
Open Door Coffee House in South lesson, even after accepting, humbled me, and because of the
conductor for the Festival.
illness, I had to leave Duke in
Professor Mack is the Director of Attleboro; and the Ark Coffee Christ following my Graduation in
1970. I went to Duke University
February, 1971.
Choral Activities for the Hartt House in Pawtucket, Rhode
with a fellowship to study French
I spent four years "in the
College of Music, Hartford , Island, visited the College with
Connecticut.
copies of their testimonies, The
with a minor in Religion. I had a 'desert" in Houston, mainly
visit is a form of concerted
manic breakdown, which was, as
substitute teaching, but now I am
Anton Boisen has put it, an"
back on the road to a goal I am
evangelism by coffee houses in
.
initiatory experience", in which seminary at Trinity Episcopal
Church, and it offers me a whole
the area. The following is a
the Lord showed me wonderful
sample of one of their
things, integrating my whole
lot more Truth than either the
testimonies:
thought.
Graduate School or the DepartABORT TONIGHT, SO
I wept when my religion
ment of Religion at Duke
THERE'S NO NEED TO SAVE
professor, Dr. Petry, told me that
University did. Afterall,Christis
THE ROOM." It was with these
after 40 years of teaching
the Way and the Truth, and the
Life. He is the center of the '
promising words that a two-andMedieval'Church History at Duke
growth from the experience. At three-quarter pound., threehe still could not tell me what to
Universe, and holds it together by
the same time the priest in his
month premature baby came into
believe - even in' midst of inthe Word"~f his Power.
role as a physician of the soul's the world.
sanity, with "Reason in MadFreedom WentwortQ, my
"Dear Lord," the mother said,
ness", as it is described in KING
pastor, and teacher a t the
ills will be concer.ned with the
"if you let me keep my baby, he
LEAR. In this case, the Cross, the
seminary, is a brilliant man
penitent's whole Christian life,
can be your's, in your service in
center of all reality and all
blessed by God with many
his doubts and his problems. No
the ministry." That baby lived to knowledge.
This was not
spiritqal gifts. I r~eived the
longer separated by a conreductionist Rationalism, but
Baptism in the Roly Spirit
write these lines as a seminary
fessional screen, there is an
~tudent at Trinity Episcopal
Generating Reason. Logic was
through his ministry, as
emanation of warm human
Parish, Bridgewater. He did not
fine, but it must not be used to
prophesied by Robin Stube, who
feeling when the priest places his
learn of his mother's prophetic
contradict Reason. I saw many lives in Methuen. People have
hands over the head of the person
principles at work in the been healed through the ministry
prayer until after his decision to
beside him in the ancient
enter the ministry as a university
Universe, including .Good and of the Church, and Kenny Senn.
ceremonial
gesture
of
chaplain, and the call, while
Evil, the continuity of matter and
who lives in Room 17 down th~
forgiveness. When it is apanswered, has yet to be fufilled.
energy, the relationship of space
hall from me, was healed two
propria te, the new Order of
The baby's main problem in the
and time to Eternity (stated in weeks ago from a serious leg
injury received while playing
first years was extreme hyperEinstein's Theory of Relativity),
Penance also sanctions comactivity which often led to pacing
the unity of man and his ar- street hockey. He went to the
munal penance in which the
the halls at night, causing doctors
chetypal thought and symbols church on crutches, and came
penitent joins with others in
to
prescribe
(surprisingly)
(Jung), the unity of Nature with back carrying them on Februsry,
confessing individual and
amphetamines.
How
effective
Ultimate
Metaphyisical Reality 8th. He h~s apparently still not
collective sinfulness as they hear
they were is still undetermined,
(Plato and Baudelaire), the unity learned his lesson, as when I went
together the Liturgy of the Word.
but I am still on medication, with
of personality when sanctified by to borrow an eraser from him this
an inabilit.,v to sleep well at night.
the Spirit, and the continuity of a morning for this typed article. I
In an overview of the new rite,
The devil always attacks us at
person's life when planned by' found that he was off to play
there are several things to be our weakest and strongest points
God, and directed by Christ. hockey again! I>have seen quite a
noted. In essence it is an attempt simultaneously -- in my case, it
'GOD LOVED ME! I fused with few other miracles take place in
to restore the spirit of community was the mind. I did well in school
the light, and remembered st. my presence, even if it is only
John of the Cross, the lonely praying, in Tongues I have been
so characteristic of the early overseas, getting nine Oxford and
Spanish mystic. I had to rap on. tremendously healed through this
Church. At the same time it is in Cambridge "C" level passes in
my carrel of the Duke Library to gift in my prayer life).
keeping with the declarations of 1965 at my Anglican Diocesan
School
in
Rhodesia,
and
finishing
make
sure I was reany there. I
I am still quite a nut, although
Paul VI, who has authorized this
at
the
was.
It
was
Monday,
-October
19,
sane
through God's mercy, and
with
a
Phi
Beta
Kappa
key
Order of Penance. For those who
top 3% of my class (summa) at
1970. The time was late in the would like to talk to anyone who
fear the loss of privacy and
Rice University in Houston, but
afternoon, and the sun was setting would like to talk to me. Come by
anonymity, there is assurance the price I paid for this was that I
on a chilly Fall day over the anytime for a cup of coffee.
that individual desires of the fell into a manic-depressive~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'penitent will be respected.
psychosis
with
four
Finally, it should never be hospitalizations resulting. In the
THIS SUMMER PLAN TO SWIM, ,SAIL, SURF--forgotten that the priest who final analysis, this was because of
absolves is the representative of my destructively competitive AND EARN EXTRA COLLEGE 'CREDITS. COMBINE
Christ as well as the community spirit - and an overblown· ego FUN & STUDY ON CAPE COD AT THE COMMUNITY
of which he is a member. with resulting pride -- the greatest COLLEGE'S DAY & EVENING SUMMER PROGRAJ.I[.
sin to Christians.
Pregnant with meaning are the
When I had my depressive WRITE FOR CATALOG TO:
words of invocation to God, the breakdown in 1968, the whole
Father of Mercies Uto pour out the fabric of my mind and thought DEPT. OF CONT.ED.
Holy Spirit for the forgiveness of was torn apart, and I was locked CAPE COD COrf;l\iUNITY COLI,EGE
02668
sins through the ministry of the in a closed cell. I thought that my W. BARNSTABLE, lV:A.
__ __
_____ ____ ___
·Church."

Catholic Center:

m"

Reconciliation
On Tuesday, March is at 3:15,
the Catholic Center at B.S.C. wiD
conduct a Service of Reconciliation for the Bridgewater
community.
During the service, the
. Sacrament of Penance will be
administered - those attending
need not take advantage of this
particular aspect of the ceremony
( . it will take place while the
whole congregation are viewing a
film on alienation and ~!Q!l.&!!!.
reconci1iatlol~ with world hunger.
All are wlecome. Admission is
free. Come join us.
. "Let the priest receive the
penitent with brotherly love . . .
and greet him with kindly words."
These words from the
February 7, 1975, edition of The
,Pilot introduce the article "New
Rite of Penance Described . . ."
·,The implication of the discussion
seeins to be two-fold, that if the
.reconciliation and renewal of the
Holy Year are to come about, then
the human qualities of men and
women must be remembered in
the sacrament of penance and the
power of mediation vested in the
priest must be used to bring this
humanity closer to the presenCE
of God.
The new rite involves somE
simple procedures, one of the
most significant being thf.
bringing of light into the confessional room. Freed in body
and spirit from the dark recesses
of the other confessionsal, priest
.and penitent meet as brothers (?).
in the sense that both may share
in readings from the Holy
scnpfure and bOth will acheive
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iyeryone's
(cPS??EN~)

-- Martha Tranquill
-- the 64 year-old grandmother
who is everybody's favorite war
resister -- was released from
federal prison this week after
serving seven-and-a-half months
for failing to pay income taxes as
'a war protest.
Tranquilli was convicted last
year when it was learned she
claimed numerous anti-war
'organizations as dependants on

faYorit~}{ar

her 1970 through 1972 income tax
forms.
Upon her release from Terminal Island prison in California-,
she vowed, "If I had it to do over
again, i would certainly go back
to prison ra"ther than give my
money for anything as immoral
as war."
Suring her stay in Terminal
Island, she refused to do any
prison 'York, terming it a form of
"Slav,e labor."

wat

f?sisfer

But she added that it wasn't all
bad -- "I did learn to crochet," she
said, "and met a lot of wonderful
people 'and had a high school
course in crime. I"VE LEARNED HOW TO RIP OFF FOOD
STAMPS, HOW TO HOLDUP A
STORE, AND LOTS MORE."
Tranquilli is still the subject of
a civil suit filed by the IRS to
collect more than $5,000 in tax
arrears and penalties.

FOOD DAY

Bisexuality: TO BE OR NOT TO BE?
I have noUcea an
increase in interest in different
.areas of sexuality in both of the'
campus newspapers. However I
have not seen one word on what
happens to be my particular
persuasion; bisexuality and I felt
that the feelings of this majority
should be knowll.
There is a mistaken ~mpressionamong bQth
gays and straights that
pi sexuality is just an excuse for
homosexuals that haven't the
nerve to "come out of the closet"
All I have to say to this antiquated
theory is; bullshit!
lama male
student here and I have had fully
satisfying emotional and physical
relationships with both men and
women. I don't feel the least bit
guilty abouut it. I feel that we ar~
all bisexual and it just varies in
degree of inclination from person
to person.
Too many people cut
themselves off from what they

are feeling. Not expressing this
natural desire, for "'fear of peer
disapproval, limits'your ability to
love to only half the people in the"
world. I did it myself for awhile
until I accepted the fact of my
own sexuality. I used to relate
only to women but now I relate to
men also and I've found a
beautiful new world of love that I
hadn't known previously.
The
hardest step forme was, of
course, the first one. That first
time I had a relationship with
another man. It's not as hard a
bridge to cross as it seems
Since I don't believe in sleeping
,
with just anyone I had to first find
someone that I actually loved.
What happened between us was
fantastic and' I don't regret a
moment of it.
The people who
try and repress their desire, for
this lifestyle think tilat they arE
fooling everyone about it. It is
actually the reverse.' These

NuclearPower:

April 17th

people fall into two categories.
Firsl thers are those who push off
any kind of personal contact with
members of the same sex; they
are the most obvious and also
'the ones who really want to rry
It, deep down inside of them.
Then thers are those who are
afraid of getting close on an
emotional and physical level;
they are the ones who are actually
closer to the
undertaking.
Once they _realize that ther is
nothjng unnatural ,or dirty about
it and accept it as lJeing a part of
what they are then they will
have ta..ken the first step torward
total 'sexual- freedom.
Ii' or

Bridgewater State College

doing this are burial at sea, burial
on land, and shooting rockets
bearing the stuff into the sun. The
first idea was popular until it was
discove'red tha t there is no
material made by man that can
withstand the corrosion _ of
seawater for the -required
thousands of years, and the last
idea was considered impractical
because of. the great expense
~yst:;lf as well -as the ,millions
involved.
But now, even land
like me, this is the only way I can'
burial
has
been
denounced as an
live and I wouldn't have it any
inadequate
method
of disposal.
other way. I just hope that this
At
Hanford,
WA,
the
world's
article can help to clear up some
of the misconceptions about largest nuclear dump" -i~: was
bisexuality and that it can help
recently discovered that more
people to realize their full sexual , ,than half a milliop .'~ gallons of
potenti a1.
, radioactive liquids· have-leaked
out of the carbon steel and
reinforced- . concrete -tanks and
ended up in groundwater and the
Columbia River.
A 1969 study conducted before
the leakages were discovered
showed.that eating half a pound of
, duck from the 'nearby Hanford
Reservation would result in an
exposure to radioactivity three
and water. At the end of January, time the maximum "safe" level
23 of the nation's 53 licensed set by AEC: - ,
nuclear power plants were orAnd another study which. the
dered shut dow~ by the new AEC only recently admitted was
Nuclear Regulatory Commission correct showed that if average
to search for ,possbile cracks in exposure to radiation for humans
emergency safety system pipes." ever reached theAEC "safe"
This followed earlier shutdowns level, there would be in excess of
- last fall by the AEC, which found "32,000 cases of fatal cancer and
cracks in the pipes used to start leukemia per year, every year!'
up the reactors in -eight plants.
3. Theft of nuclear materials
2. What to do with plutonium and terrorism. With such high
and other nuclear wastes.
, materials available to the public,
Nuclear reactors produce was able. to design a -nuclear
radioactive wastes that cannot be
reused, and breeder reactors in
particular are a problem because
they produce a plutonium isotope
tha t is even more dangerous than
plutonium itself.
"Plutonium is a f!lel that is
toxic beyond human experince,'t
former AEC physicist Donald
Geesaman has pointed out, and
Frank Pittman, -former AEC
director of reactor development,
has agreed that it is -"the most
toxic substance known to, man."
One-millionth of a gram has
been shown to cause cancer in
laboratory animals, and with a
half-life of 24,000 years, plutonium
remains radioactive ~ several
times'longer than man's entire tOxicity, a little plutonium in a
reservoir could kill alot of people.
civilization has existed.
An
amount of plutonium the size
Plutonium, as well as other
of
a
softball could be used to make
fission by-products like stronan
atomic
bomb equivalent to the
tium-90 and cesium-137, must be
one
used
at
Hiroshima_ '
isolated from humans for
According
to Newsweek, a 20thousands of years_
The three suggested metho,ds of year-old California student, after
only five weeks of st~dying

BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO
(CPS)--Nuclear power plants
have been hailed by many federal
officials as the ultimate answer to
the enrgy problem. Through the
, use of breeder reactors, more fuel
can be created than is used,
guaranteeing an inexhaustible
supply of energy, both in the short
and long term.
On the strenght of this primary'
argument, \ f~e US: government
,has pumpeo more than two-thirds
of all federal money spent for
energy research and development
on the development of nuclear
power plants.
The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) has estimated that
nuclear fission reactors would
provide between 20-30% of all
electrical power used in the US.
In his energy plans, President
Ford has called for a total of 200
nuclear plants to be built by 1985.
In order to meet Ford's goal, a
new nuclear plant must be
commissioned about once every
three weeks for the next ten
years.
Yet opposition to nuclear
plants has been around almost as
long as the idea for building such
plants. Over the last few years it
has spread from environment
alist groups to many scientists,
legislators and other citizens.
There are four major problems
that are cited by anti-nuclear
forces:
1. Danger of accidents, failure
of safety systems and ether

operational problems. Nuclear
plants produce electrical energy
by generating heat through
nuclear fission, which is controlled by the insertion and withdrawal of uranium fuel rods in a
nuclear reactor. The heat creates
steam which powers electrical
turbines. If these fuel rods should
fail to function for any reason,
intense and uncontrolled heat
would rage, melt the reactor wall
and release radioactive material
into the atmosphere.
According to a report commissioned in 1957 by the AEC but
neVer publicized, such an event
could cause 50,000 deaths, 100,000
injuries, contaminate an area the
size of Pennsylvania and cause
billions of dollars in property
damage, as well as cause untold
other health 'and genetic
problems.
To combat this problem, the
AEC designed the Emergency
Dore Coolhig System, which
would theoretically flood the
reactor chamber and cool things
ofr so the reactor would remain
intact. The AEC had pointed to
this system as an adequate safety
measure. What AEC doesn't like
to admit is that in every test ever
conducted, the cooling system
failed to work even once, according to Friends of the Earth.
Aside from that problem is the
ossibility of leakage o~ radioactive materials from the nuclear
plants into the surrounding soil

SU Ballroom

device requiring only 15 pounds '
of ploutonium which' could be
detonated with the force of 1000
tons of TNT.
The Nuclear Regualtory
Commission (NRC), created in
J ani!ary_, is expected soon to'
confirm what was already
suspected but which its parent,
the AEC, has refused to admit
during its existence:
that
quantities of plutonium and
enriched uranium have been_
missing from processing plant
inventories .. Theodore Taylor, an
expert on nuclear thefts for NRC,
speculated recently that the·total
missing material over the last 30
years' oftbe -nucl~, ageA;ould
equal "thq,ue~p<i. o( kJ~Qgr;~~.':.-c.f li
4:.Skyrocketing cost and
,
irieffiCiences.·· According' to a
. study released in January 'by the
General Accounting Office, the
breeder reactor program willcos(
at least $10 bill.~on, five times
-what - the 'AEC o~iginally
predicted to Congress and twice
the figre quoted by the AEC last·
year.
n is hard irony that despite all
the other'dangers, the simple cost .
escalation has the best chanceo!
slowing down or stopping .the
nuclear plant program. Late last
year, the New York Times
reported that 112 out of 236proposed plants had been cancelled because most 'utility
companies have simply been
unable to sell enough stocks and
bonds in order to meet the rising ,
expected costs for nuclear consturction.

Y

Finally, according to figures
released last AugUst by theAEC,
nuclear generated electricitY,·eas
available only 68%- 0 fthe time'
~lnd had an average capacity of
only 56%, making nuclearpow~r-~
the most expensive and least
efficient huge scale methQd of
producing electricity_ "
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A Small Corner for Poetry cf
Tomorrow brings another day,
I may go back to sit,
. To sit and listen to cricket sing,
And try to figure what cricket
means,
When he sings that special kind of
song,
Which make me feel I don't
belong;
I guess I just don't really belong,
To tha t scary cricket crowd.

I was sitting in that corrifield,
That .s~cia~ cornfield,
And I listened to the cricket
Sing that special kind of song,
I knew I really don't belong,
To the cricket crowd.

It realy started scaring me,
A Peaceful quiet scare,
I knew the cricket wouldn't mind,

If I kind of just sat there
So I kind of just sat·there,
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.......
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Bob Hamel
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NOW
SUn set
moon cold
heart.dead
feeling cold
you gone
me alone
now I am without you.

j

J .... ---.. ' ."

..

THE BIG TOP
Under
The Big Top.
They were all
Waiting
For that final
Come on.

miss your smile
miss your touch
miss the knowing in your eyes
I loved you very muchsunset without you babe
moon growed old without you
heart broke' .without your love
feeling cold without you.

Painted
Plastic
Coated faces
Shone
Into the eyes
Of an expectant
Dreamer
Of legs
Shimmering
cold
Steel
silently
Busting
Into a silicone
Vesuvius

shadows drawn
this empty home
I go on without you
been too long
that you are gone
. living's wrong without you. . .
'cuz the sun has set, moon growed
old
my heart is dead, feelings cold
and I'm alone without you.

•••••••••

~"~-..."..........--

The 'law of the land
Is above if the smog in L.A.
Is as bad as they say
Then it's no time to joke
Gotta stop all the smoke
"N' kick in the T.V-:""
'Cause it's no good, ya see
It just sells pol~ution
'N' that's no solution:
You're just sellin' your mind
When ya got things to find
Like the truth and
honest
politician
Tradin' our wheat
For your own store of meat
Can be considered crude 'N'
almost lewd as
As strippin' our soil
Lookin' for oil
Then ya let the land di",

"L"

She came to me in. sunshine.
all newness in that light blue'
print dress
which she wore so well.
She came to me in darkness
where her smile was a11 the light
I needed.
She came to me in early af·
ternoon,
'W'hen sun washed trees
Flickered and shone
Upon her face, her smile
She shon~ brighter than all the
stars in her mind.
Iguess I loved her.
I guess I needed her.
I guess I made her happy
I guess she t01d me she was
happy with me.
I guess I forgot to rem~mber
what she said

••
•
•••
•
•••

He looked around
And around
Thought she might
Be here
Tonight
With answers
And a touch
That would end

The journey
Of too many
Lonely walks
Touching no one
Except himself.

an

Making love
To a Miller
Finger fucking
The label
'Waiting waiting
Til .she comes
(A fifty dollar
Jelly Roll
Lady)

Save cost while the land dies,

Not this time
Though
For he draws
The pistol
Slowly
,out
Of the zippered
Container - wann and hard
pointed and ready,
A few screams
And it's over
Just like that
Like an unfinished
Symphony
Under the Big Too.

lJr
Cryin' energy noe
While the seat of your brow
Is spent huntin' for leisure
. Through economic seizure
While we hunt for some kind a magician

The law of the land
.Is above no man;
So the word ofthe court
like a rifle report,
Tak"eS a year from a man
Caught with grass on his hands
.Whi 1e twelve million and three
Other smokers go. free.

And a bur~~ named Lee
Steals the judges T.V.
. But there's' no roem for' him
Since they filled the pew
With protesters tryin' to find the
Constitution
If you don't mind I'U pass
Up all that mass manipulated,
medeival sludgilation.

of

Dennis Ryder

..•...............
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When she said she 10ve(J me
She said she loved me.
It took me lighter than the birds
Higher than the air
So how I see the
Higher than the cry of a plant, ' She came to me
When it suddenJy knows it will
And when she
be taken from
darkness
It's home, in a quick futile snap.
And when she
That's what it was,
early afternoon.
A quick futile snap,
In the bud of my eyes
When she said she'd be leaving,

Serendipity
blurs of when
sunshine
came to me at

in

came to me in

Bob Hamel

The eye e by Maura Ellen Curley
the Boy would stretch their limbs
and fish, sitting silently each
The Old'Man sat in his chair of- content in thought, and as much a
soft lea the"r, his skin displaying part of the ,.~!>untryside as the
the same years of wear as his ants, rattlesnakes, and even the
chair. Decades of service to fish.
This peaceful communing was
others made both grow old, In
disturbed
at noon only long
sharp contrast. seated beside him
was a Boy I younger at least by enough for both to eat the sandthree-score. It is strange to think wich~s they had packed the night
Sitting side by side
that age has made the difference before.
in the appearances of these two; devouring usually thick slices of
for once the Old Man looked as the rye and boiled ham , the Man
Boy does now t and in the future, it would· tell the Boy stories about
is almost certain -- the Boy will fishing, hunting, or just surviving
resemble the Older Man. Age is in the forest and the Boy would
listen not silently, but excitedly
very tricky some men say,
When the Old Man was younger asking questions with a voracious
Some
and the Boy not quite so old, they appetite for answers.
would often go fishing, mostly to answers the Man had, but others
sparkling gingerale streams, he did not have and he told the
cradled by mountains that rose up Boy so. Usually, however, the
as if in salute to the lush Penn- questions for which he had no
sylvania green. At the mouth of answers were questions that
uld be. termed "unanone of these
the Man

••••••••••••••••••

Chuck Necktem

swerable" I their answers as
ambiguous as the number of fish
in any given stream or the
number of trees in any given
. forest.
Then one day I the Man and the
Boy (who incidentally were
Grandfather and Grandson) set
out for the stream. The Boy's
thoughts were as usual filled with
questions encompassing the
wildlife and the trees, but this day
the questions extended a bit
Jeyond, touching the tops of the
;rees, and reaching for something
'foreign". He had read a book
;hat told him many things, but
:lsked him so much more. So this
jay he sought his Grandfather in
u desparate way, asking
questions about things of which
his Grandfather never even
spoke. This was something different. for these questions had
answers, not am
but

I am sitting by
a broken fence
Wondering
where you are now
And if
you will return to me.
Clouds and cerebration
provide no answers
To the whys
and why nots
of our love.

Is it love?-or just II dependency
on one another
that has lasted too long.
I am sitting by
a broken fence
Wondering
where you are now
And if tonight
will bring rain.
By Jamce Kelley

a short non- ction
very "personal" ones that
perhaps can be answere. only be
the asker after much searching. "
The Grandfather's face, then with
few lines, that day added many
more. And the Boy, he began the
search he had really begun very
long ago.
'
Birthdays and .books ripplec
the stream. The Boy and tht
Man, Grandfather and GrandsOl
went fishing, continued to gc
fishing, but it was never the same
There was restraint now an.
restraint is a sensatiol
foreign to the wildlife with whon
they share<ttbe countryside an'
the stream.
The capriciolk
splendor of nature when shared
by two who cannot be capricious
can seem as suffocating as the
coal mines.
Birthdays and books soon
'began to drain the stream that
once
. Confinement

e

breeded resentment; the Old
lost a wife, the Boy took one.
Such a change of current
seems the stream could not
dure. For now sitting side by
the Man and the Boy who
once great friends are no ,_._-_.
even good companions.
the days of fishing,
memories hazy in the minds of
two. Both have passed the same
number of years since those days,
yet the Boy thinks the Man has
passed too many and that he is
now too old. The Man believes the
Boy has passed too few and he is
yet too young.
Somewhere lost is the
nership that sat by the stream.
That was the stream. Now there is
o~ly kinship, a Grandfather 'and
Grandson in a room.
Age is very tricky some
say.

til-
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Faculty Art Exhibit
Prone to liking things depictin~
hanging, Fiber Form I, was innature, the pencil and intaglio
teresting in that the' woven patterns contrasted the shredded compositions of Joan Hausratt
,
The' combination of we-re very impressive. I enjoyed
frmge,
her "Potato Sprouts,JJ simple
natural color, texture and con.
pencil sketches of potatoes
strucbon was superb.
.
th'
dditions
"My First School and Three. sproutm~ eIrLnew a I" an'd
,
"
Her "Intimate andscape
R?o~s Ocean VIew,
con- "Intimate Landscape II,"
trlbutIon of Stephen Smalley, was
f f m sl'mple
.
' - , however, were ar ro
'
r:7~es:entf of . th~ ~rtIst~ s Deep earthy tones provided a
c. I 00, A avorIte 0 mfme~l' e touch of mysticism to the heaxy
pIece was a survey of ha~l ~ar growth of plants. The infaglios
Boston landmarks, emp aSlzl~g accentuated the beauties of
traditional blue hues of thIS na ture In
. a SUI
t d'ed fashI'on .
oceanside urban area. Mr.
A popular aspect of' the

As would be expected, the BSC
c\rt Department's "Faculty Art
Exhibit" demonstrated a fine
attempt of presenting a composite
of art work for the College
community. Designed to display
the various talents of the art instructers, the exhibit sought to
create a bond of interst between
. the viewer and artists' work.,
Contribution~e submitted
by
Stephen Smallay, Joan Hausrath,
John Heller and Dorothy Palsifer
reinforced the concept of
enlivening the appreciation of
visal arts on campus.
The exhibit, well organized,
well displayed, was basic in
design; a fluid arrangement of
paintings, pottery, jewelry, and
Eyecatching
wall-hangings.
stoneware and cotton wall
hangings added dimension to the
center of the gallary, while
paintings, jewelry and porcelain
bowls adorned the four walls,
J ohnHeller contributed a series
of decorative glazed stoneware
pieces; e~ch piece unique in color
and composition.. A collection ofl
five "popcorn bowls," richly
colored with pruple and gray,
were encrusted with faces of
variow; expressions. Also in the
set was a mirror bowl ·of high
sheen plating situated in the
bottom ensconced with faces, also
in gray. A beautiful wine server, touched -with smiling faces of
green and blue shades, was
functional, yet pleasingly different. A pighead soup tureen,
was bizarre with it's crimson
tongue cruling upward. A punch
bowl wa~ decorated inside and Smalley"s boyhood IS se-en
out with' Mr. Helle'r's signature through Dorchester's Minot
faces in green and copper tones. School, Neponset Circle, and aAlong similar earthenware lines, close-up of his neighborhood.
a garden light in cocoa brown _Castle Island, Sumner Tunnel,
revealed an oriental influence.
and Logan airport act as scatMr. Heller's pieces fascinate me.
tered reminders of Boston
I can easily imagine my plants
throughout the work. "An Oracle
sprouting from his glazed vases,
Reflcets to Russia," the elements
steaming soup served from the
of which are personal to the artist,
tureen or a dark garden spot
is the title of a painting of a
illuminated_ by the lamp:
Russian family, friends of Mr.
The cotton wall hangings of Smalley. The window, rocking
Joan Housrath added special horse and bundles of fibers
dimension to the gallery. Draped represent his vision of them.
tiers of heavy waen cotton, Each of Mr. Smalley's acrylic or
dripping in fringe, appeared to be canvas paintings are intensel)
floating in air. The detail in the individual.

highlighted with pleasing colors
in blues, greens and purples,
furnished a nice group of
decorative pots and bowls. Joan
Hausrath's wall hanging in a
narrow, turquoise and black
Peruvian design, complements
the current interest in South
American art. Two conte sketches, submitted by Hohn Heller,
were free spirited in their unconventional style and rusty
color. A HIGHLIGHT IN THE
EVENING WAS THE 'APPEARANCE -OF Cheryl Buskey
and Helena Anttila, modeling
costumes designed by John Heller
for the past production of "The
Aple Tree."
The exhibition, on display
through March 21, is an excellent

"Alice Doesn't Live
Here Anymore' "
By Bill Swift
Making a comedy-drama Kris Kristofferson surprised me
succeed takes a lot of doing and by giving a fine, plausible per':'
rarely works .. However, "A1ic~" formance as the rancher. Acting
has what it takes and the end was at least in my opinion after
result is a smoothly polished,. seeing him in "Blume in Love", a
really e~ter41ining mo~ie.
_ big mistake for him, but now I
The film opens up WIth a scene have changed my mind. Of the
reminisce~t of "The Wizard of supprting cast two members give
Oz" showing Alice at age eight quality performances worthy of
saying that she will be a famous the Academy's cons~deratio~.
- singer someday. Twenty-seven First Diane Lad d as - a
years later we find her involved in waitress/friend of Alicets-fs quite
a loveles~ m~rriage. When her good :and has _several excellent
husband IS kIlled she takes her -moments. Also Alfred Lutter as
son and decides to go to Monterey her son ,puts across his character
and re-enter show biz as a singer._ flawlessly. _He plays the role so
Her first job on· the way is as a well that- you can't help liking
singer and it lasts for awhile. Her him, _even -though were he your
second position is as a waitress. child you might just strangle him.
There she makes friends and falls
"Alice Doesn't Live Here
in love with a rancher. Her Anymo~e" is one of the best films
problem is in choosing between a around and is definitely a musl.-career and love.
see. And I 'guarantee that if you
Ellen Burstyn gave an out- do go and see it you won't regret -.
standing performance in the title it, because entertainment of flUs .~
role.
She will undutably be calibre is hard to find,
-, B th Ell B tyn and
nominated for an Oscar, The
,. WI'n proba bly come do wNote
en urs .. -. ted
deClSlon
n' 0
to her Valerie Perrine andGena Diane Ladd have been nomma
Rowl~nds. Miss Bur;tyn has a for Academy awards for the ir
slight edge as this will be her third performances in this picture,
nomination in four years (but only the only other nomination was for
Best Screenplay.
time will tell).
1

showing was the jewelry display,
created -by John Heller. Contemporary designs were incoporated in several necklaces
and rings. Two stunning piec~s
were some of the finest example I
have seen in the use of sterling
and gold.
Chalcedony rose,
moonstones, and pearls were used
in one, persian turquoise in the
other. Smokey chalcedony rose
stones glittered in the sterling
Silver rings.
porcelain
and
Glazed
stoneware pottery, by Dorothy
Pulsifer was -disimilar to Mr.
Hellers in that its' simplicity was
its' hallmark.
Clean lines

sTO PLOD KING

Concert:

B·S·C·'s OWN
BRIDGEWATER - The Music
Encounter group of Bridgewater
State College will present a
program of harpsichor, violin,
and viola music on Thursday
evening, March 13, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom.
Admission is free, and all interested are welcome to attend.
Mr. Henry Santos, instructor in
the SSC Department of Music,
will perform on a harpsichord
built by Dr. James Scroggs of the
Department of Psychology. Also
performing will be Dr. Stanley
Hamilton of the College's
Department of Modern Foreign
Languages, who will play the
viola, and Dr. Hamilton's wife,
Hilary, who will play the violin.
The musical program will
include, among other works,
Scarletti's 'Sonata in D Minor';
W. Byrd's 'The Carman's

Whistle'; Scott Joplin's 'The
Entertainer'; and H. Purcell's
'Sonata II (Golden Sonata).'
Mrs. Hamilton has studied
violin, and viola at - Indiana
University .with David Dawson
and Josef Gingold, with Francis
Tursi at Interlochen Music Camp
in
Tanglewood, and at the
Domaine School in. Hancock,
Maine. ·She has played in orchestras and chamber groups in
Springfield and Dayton, Ohio, in
Ann Arbor Michigan, and
Lafeyette, Indiana.
Dr. Hamilton has played in
orchestras and chamber groups
in Springfield, Ohio, Ann Arbor
Michigan, and Lafayette, Indiana. He studies viola with his
wife,
Mr. Santos has studied and
performed in the United States,

opportunity for ,members of,~~_.
College comm:uuty tQ appreclate .
some interesting art work. The
key to this showing is .ifS .intrigue;
each
contrIbution
displaying crafts uncommon: to
many shows. As Mr. Smalley,
Chairman, noted "We are one·of
the few departments that
ceeds in extending itself beyond-the classroom." This statement
is valid. The integrity of the
_
department is worthy of merit. I.
comment the departmen tior yet
another fine exhibition; as I know
many oth,er studnets will also. In_
the bleak days before spring, it is
like a breath of fresh air to enjoy
an art show; this one in _PARTICULAR.

south America, and Europe. He
is an accomplished concert
pianist and has played with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and
with orchestra in New York,
Philadelphia, Paris, and Lugano,
- Italy.
Dr. Scroggs began building
harpsichords in' 1963 when he
constructed his first one as a
Christmas gift for his wife. He
became interested in the craft
and latermet William Dowd, a
harpSichord maker from Cambridge who is acknowledged as
one of the two best in the world.
Under Dowd's tutelage, Dr.
Scroggs constructed a copy of a
1742 Shudi double then being
restored for the Smithsonian
Institution, and over the years he
has built a total of five harp
sichords and one clavichord.

for a good part-time job!!
eGood Pay

-New Opportunities

-Career Training -Regular Promotions
.Men and Women Eligible
EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH, AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKILL OF YOUR CHOICE.

GETTING INVOLVED BECAUSE -

AMERICA NEEDS US

r-~------------------~
FOR MORE INFORMATlON (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAILTO~

I
II

I
I

ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646

-

NAME _____________________________~___________________________
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"

II . CITY

I
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ZIP

STATE

,---------------

PHONE
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10 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME

Pan-Afri cani Sill

Friday, Feb. 21, the Afr~
America Society invited Gerdes
Fleurant to speak on the topic of
Pan-Africanism. Mr. Fleurant is
the Director of the Black Studies
Program at Salem State College.
To those who are unaware of
'the Pan-Africanism movement,
this explanation of PanAfricanism will be of utmost
interest to you. Pan-Africanism
is the philosophy that incorporates unity among people of
African descent throughout the
world (of which Third World
Nations are mainly comprised).
Pan-Africanism professes itself
as being the only ideology which

directs itself to world-wide unity
labor forces are often comprised
among Black people.
Mr.
Df minorities, which restricts the
Fleurant pointed out that this
freedom of the minorities' lives
philosophy isn't as recent as you
and destinations.
Because
might have believed. It is 70
Capitalism needs cheap labor
years old.
H. Sylvester
forces to make a profit, the
Williams, a West Indian lawyer
proponents of Capitalism are
practicing, in London, founded
more determined to keep this
the first Pan-African Convention
cheap labor unprosperous.
in 1900. W.E.B. DuBois was
From what has just been
designated chairman •and
discussed above, Black people
through the years, named Father
who just happen to have been
of Pan- Africanism.
born
in America, West Indies,
The lecture on. Friday
discussed Capitalism, Socialism, England, Europe, and Africa, all
and Communalism, and their have been ,systematically oprelationship to Pan-Africanism pressed and exploited by colonial
and world-wide unity.
One powers, As a result, there is a
conclusion extracted from the need to improve our condition, not
discussion was that Calitalism just on a community level, but
thrives on cheap labor; therefore from a much more dynamic inthere is a hierachy of labor, from 'ternation level Pan~Africanism
the executive branch down to meets this need.
cheap labor forces. These cheap

(oULDSAVEA-FRl.D'S UFE.
The automobile crash is
the number one cause of death
of people your age. And the
ironic thing is that the drunk
drivers responsible for killing
young people are most often
other voung people.
Take ten minutes. Or
twenty. Or an hour. Drive your
friend home. That's alL If you
can't do that, call a cab. Or let
him sleep on your couch.
We're not asking you to
beadoctoror a cop.Just a friend.

r------------j
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. y*
I

I

BOX 2345

I ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
I I want to save a friend's life.
I Tell me what else I can do,·
I My name is
I Address

I

City

State _ _ _ Zip _ _

I
I
I
I
I

I

-.J
If YOU LET AfRIEND DRIVE DRUNK.
YOU'RE NO FRlDlD.

L.:Y~:r~~A~F~ ~'~Y~M~lT~ _ _

0
.

.j

U S, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
..
NATIONAl. HICHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY AOMINISTRATIOf\

J.tallsor'sTaf>les
Cep~colCri5is
In

: it

I" '''Iil'r was sick. It was early
\1· : d! when the peasant awoke
t iH' ~;habby surroundings of

+he

Blooperdecidedtogo
wizard of mediCine, Dr.
'ilil'lll I)('fol'e he stood in the
,)eOIlS morning bread line.
-;'!II' 'lllkL
,l',' [III'

HI')()!Ji'!'

I il'd sick all over

flU l':,c , \'in, \ jill

help me?

Nurse: Sounds like a
spring cold to Me!

Runny nose, sore throat,
body ache the basics.
The nu',' ~:<"e Blooper the
usual: \" .1Hlaids, aspirans, cold
t.ablet'J ~lnd a pal on the back.
Siooper: How <tbout my Cepacol?
Nurse: Well I don't know how to
tell you this, but well ... the
Kingdom has run out!
Blooper: Run out!!! God save
the King! Not that, you don't
have anymore of the wonder
drug, liquid gold, yellow oil,
Bilgewater tea! For how long!?
Nurse: Maybe two weeks.
Blooper: No, I will die for sure! I
need a hit now!

After Blooper passed out, the
nurse revived him with smelling
salt.
There was nothing the
stunned and bewildered peon
could do so he left for the bread
line at Illy - gasp HalL Upon
arrival, he told a fellow peon of
the crisis in the Kingdom. That
peon in turn told another, etc,
etc., etc. It was only 9 a.m. and
all the peons of Lower Getto were
aware of the shortage. A group of
grief stricken peasants decided to
storm Sick Bay in demand of an
explanation.
Peon: (chanting) We want Dr.
Sail-On!
Sail-On: (finally) I'm sorry but
we have no Cepacol, try a spoon
full of ~ugar, you vulgar morons.
Before the peasants could
charge him, Dr. Sail-On whipped
out his push~ button scapol. They
were aware of his reputation and
quickly dispersed.
After two days the peons were
showing signs of distress and
withdrawal. Many peasants were
shaking and doubling in pain from
going without Cepacol for two
days. It was estimated that one
out of three peons were adicted to
the wonder ~rug. The peasants

Blooper: No, no, of course not,
but please what is it.
Nod: There is a substitute for the'
It is called
wonder drug.
Listerine. It will relieve the
addicts. Of course there are· a
couple of drawbacks.

Blooper: What are they?

f(iogdom
iii

Kingdom was crumbling. It has
been rumored that plans were
being made to make large trade
agreements with the Cepaco!
Kingdoms.
Blooper had to find help, he had
only one course of action left.
Blooper decided to seek the
wisdom of the All Mighty Nod,
savior of,the peons.
.

decided to march en masse to
demand relief from
King
Adrius.
Peons: (chanting) Oh gracious
King, speak to us!
King Adrius: Rise my peasants.
I am aware of the crisis at hand.
You see, the foreign kingdoms
who are rich in crude Cepacol
have refused to export~it.

Blooper: Oh Mighty' Nod and
Gracious Nod, you must be ,aware
of the crisis. What can we do to
get some Cepacol?

Nod: Well, Listerine is twice as
strong! Not only that, but you will
hate the taste.

Nod: Sit down peasant! I have
pondered this question. It is a
difficult one.
Blooper: Have you a solution. "
Nod: OF course! You doubt my
wisdom, peasant?

Blooper: Oh Mighty Nod you
have done it again. You have
saved the Kingdom. I mus leave
now, I have to go get a hit of
Lis terine , I'll hate it, but I'll use
it!

·A

STUDIO
PRO».

)Peons: Bomb the hell out of
them and take it!
King Adrius: Well, I have sent
my two best trouble shooters,
Prince Deepwater and Princess
Petunia to make a settlement
with the Kingdom of Yellow
Gold. Until then we will have to
wait.

, Ilow Long?
,_ ,\'drius: Not long. I'm sure
is just around the corner.
,dtlement is at hand.

. p.1I.'01

Meanwhile, the Black Markets
began to spring up in the dark
back alleys of the Kingdom. THE
HEAVY
ADDICTS WERE
DROPPING LIKE FLYS. Some

high officials who asked to remain
anoynomous confided that the

-,
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Hey J! It's true:
tomorrow.

Today and

Charlie Brown - I think I'm
allergic to mornings - Little Green
Lollipop.

personals
To those who think that they
can fool the Postal Service.
Iremind you of a famous saying;
" You can fool some of the people
some of the time and most of the
people most of the time but you
can't fool all of the people all of
the time" ..
So if you plan to mail a Per·
sonal to yourself and have the
Comment as a return address
!making us pay the postage then
you may find that your personal
Personal WON'T MAKE IT TO

To Mry Jane and Lorraine - The
dynamic duo both on and off the
court. Keep up the fine work.
Turtle P.S. Happy St. Patrick's
Day

'To Craig H. - The best moog seen
at the Hill. We're glad you can
. take a joke, so keep laughin!
From 2 wise-asses. (not wetasses!! !)
Happy Birthday Mark - Hope it's
a happy move into the "big
league." P.S. Don't get TOO
wanted.. Love - Kath & Kar

•

To a curly 'brown-haired'
vegetarian - I'm an old-fashioned
girl. - Ask again. From a
blonde laundry lady.
To Sister Lin - Hi!·· Lor
Happy Birthday to our mother
from your' kids in the .
sheltered w9rkshop.

, I

HI SNWMNKY - Hope you have
fun at the concert tonight - Love
and
Kisses
RJCT
.
. ,

WORLD
AFLOAT

To Piglet and Bean - Thanks we
caught the drift talk about
cleaning up - wow 915 never had it .
,so good yeah scum city shifty mad dasher, Later,
- Dr. Heck & Joe Motor
Cross

To Wood, Steve, Wayne, John,
and John: "Sit down Margaret",
"Here's the peperoni"'J.E.D.
Piglet, The Bean, Dr. Heck & The
Widemouth Frog Congratulations on the clean -up!
Barb & Chris

To Moe R - Sorry you're leaving.
the Hill. Hope you like Wood. '
Good luck from McDonald's freak
of gym class

Wendell- Revenge is sweet
- never get mad, get even! !
The recipient, of. the
orange tonic!

Happy 19th· Birthday Michelle!!
Don't eat too much birhtday cake
because those who indulge
BULGE!! from the 11:00 lunch
table.

PFM - These Pearls of wisdom
mean you're a million merits in
my book. Look to the sun, your
future's bright and a smile won't
hurt. Hang in there, Mit veilen
Liebe, Dein Derriere, George

Happy Birthday P .E.F.
Congratulations are in order too!
You're the only female I know
. who could sing in the bass section.
We love you anyway! . T.O.O.
S.H.O.R.T.

&0

Bridgewater. So,. in his
honor, we'd like to
dedicate the song "You're
so Vain." From WBIM
Listeners.

PF.RSONAJ.

SF.RVTCRS

WANTED

HF.LP WANTED

OTHF.R

RTDF./rUDF.RS WANTED

Oh, teacher! This is positively the
last time ... Will you marry me?
.- The Poo Getter

a

rlassifieds are free for all B.S.C. Stud~nls
For non-sh~ents: f'mit is $.05 per wo~d
Total Endosf'rl

StJ£A

:Doctor "0" - Give me break,
,you know the star can wipe you
right of! the court. You don't have
a chance because the kid is
keeping cool. Win some, lose
some. You already lost! The kid
Dr. Heck &Joe Motorcross: Once
again the "Drs"cleaned up last
week! Killer Queen, Fire, and
Funky Stuff are now worn out!
Better hurry up and catch your
own drift, cause next MOI?-day is ..
. the day! The Hooligan
To· the Shiek - Oh rah, rah, do you
really rule the mighty third floor?
I hope you don't get caught
fraternizing with the peasants! Always, Your Royal Subiects

<\rldrf'ss' .

1-2 room apt. wanted' within
walking distance from campus;
limit 1oo/mo. available by June 1.
Contact Tilly - box 273.

Chez - Roses are red, violets are
blue - So how's itfeel to be twentytwo?!
Love and kisses from
Den..'1is 1. II. and III!! !

1-.

'Phonf'

Roomate needed for Apt. in
Weymouth area. Please call Peg.
837-1780.

"

Ad to read as follows:

"inmf' -

housing wanted

;

f'ircle tlppropriate heading:

HF.J,P WANTRD

Whoever slole the red and
white bathing suit off of Locker
#381 please return it! It is a team
suit and I need it for the
. Aquabryte Show.
No·
questions aske:d

Happy Birthday Gail! Love and
Kisses from Maureen, Deb,
Susan, Paul, Tim, Hanka, Kevin,
Tom, Steve, Donna, Debbie,
:Martha, Jane, Rick, Natile,
Sharon, Cathy, Carol, Curly, Moe,
Larry, and Dick the Duck! Your
friends love and respect old
ladies. ,. Happy 20th!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FORM
HOtTSTNG

the kids who took my
pocketbook from the girl's
bathroom a& Great Hill you have my money and
pocketbook. I need my
license but can~t afford a
new one. Family pictures
have special' meaning.
Please put the wallet some
place where I can find it
(S.U. Office, main desk at
, dorm).

J.B. Happy Birthday you taxi cab
driver from Springfield. Hope
you didn't choke on the cupcakes.
The Nut

Thanks to Jack the D.J., Bubble

LOST & FOUND

Harmony Electric Guitar -wInew
strings - just refinished - natural
walnut- excellent condition $40.00
Also: "Fuzz Face" -like the one
Hendrix used - $25.00 Call Paul
335-4414

history
19th; 4-6 p.m. in the Rat,
Student/Faculty Social. All are
invited!.

nomination papers

To

Box F, Orange, CA 92666

Pope· Han, Picasso's - Your
. masterpiece is wonderful. It was
really fun to watch you by the
light of our silvery spots. - The
Ke)!s~ne Cops! .

F'OR SALF.

1973 VW camper, ex.<:ellent
condition, only 19,000 miles.
MUST SELL!. 683-4903

services

catalog.
WCA. Chapman College

Mrs. Boyce - Thank you for finding the missing bed! 8.S. IS
STILL WAITING FqR THE C.C..

&C

Aspring musicians, the buy of the
year. Estrada 12 string guitar in
terrific condition, Bought ,2 years
ago, used maybe 6 or 7 times.
Yours for a song, Best offer over,
$125.00 Must be seen to be apprecia t~d 697-7298

Nomination
papers
for
Women's Residence Hall Council
offices and Dorm offices will be
available from March 10 to March· .
i9.They may be picked up from
lost & found
.,and returned to Sue Shadbegian Pope Hall Rm 230, Paula D.
Pope Hall Rm 121 or Judi
Natale
LOST: 1 Atlas, 1 copy of TweHth
Night, and 1 blue notebook. Great· Ericson Wood Hall Rm 58
Hill Rm· 415 URGENTLY
NEEDED

Sail either in September
or February, with the ship
as your classroom and the
world your campus •.• com·
bine accredited study with
fascinating visits to the fabled ports of the Caribbean.
Africa, the Mediterranean,
and the Americas. Over 10.000 undergraduates from
450 colleges have already
sailed with WCA join
them! Financial aid available. Write today for free

Debbe - Welcome Home!!! It
won't be too long now, and you'll
be leaving two short~ Have a nice
quarter!
Love, Darwin and
Pythagoreus.

gum radio has finally come

1968 Mobile home 12' x 45', with 6'
x 14' entry & 2 sheds. Partially
furnished. can remain on lot. 401683-4903. 45 min. from BSC.

To a certain DT: GROUCH

. M.M. is selling poetry and P.F.
has an audition for a solo with the
Met. Love is two short!

To G.H. 319 - We can do better
than you '.' . Beware, we accept
your challenge. Lovins always, C

-

To My Pinchable Nog - Schools
against mej my car's against me,
but at least I've had you by
my side for 10 beautiful
months. I'Sunshine Lady"

CAMPUS

To Woody - Did you see that girl OOOOOHIfHH -J.E.D.

·~RINTERS.

Happy birthday to you
Happy birthday to you
Happy birthday Sweet Sue - Sue
Happy birthday to you.
(You're still a young one!)

Will whoever that is letting dogs
into the Union, please stop It
doesn't do the canines any big
favors and only gets the owners in
trouble. Thank you.

for sale

I

To Rm 527 Durgin - Heres to last
weekend. It was strange and let's
have a 'few more like them.
Signed the "Star" P.S. to John S.
Yes, it really was 4:30 a.m.

8EE

Wallpapering and Interior
Painting - Expert workmanship
at low prices. Quality guaran,:
teed. For a free, estimate, .can
~710after 5 pm.

lectures'
Lecture on Child A.~, Thurs.
11 : 00 a.m. March 20th in S.U.
Conf., Rm 205, 206, 2f1l. Sponsored
by Stud. C.E.C.

The Student Union Program
Committee, as part of it's Spring
Lecture Series, will present to the
college a lecture on the timely
topic of Rape. The lecture will be
held in the Student Union
Auditorium on Tuesday, March 18
at7:30p.m. Our guestlecturerfor
the evening
be Mr. Frederic
Storaska is a noted authority on
Rape and has been highly successful in getting across helpful
information to women on collee
campuses throughout the nation.

will
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Marc..h lq, 1'175

8:30AM- ~:DO PM
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S.U. 5allrool'rl
Please Sign '-'p in the. SNEA
of.f, c.e todQ~ l Lin, if: so,
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(YHSS
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POSTER ~OARD SALE
TLies.)
Mar-c. h J B
q;oo AM - 1:00PM

S. U. t3Q I \ rOOm

(BargQin!l Galore!)

The Program Committee has
brought this program to
Bridgewater because we feel that
it is a topic that all should be wellinformed. Changes in today's
society, methods of self·defense
and a question-and-answer period
will all be part of the presentation.

concert

will be albe to see and hear, no
matter where they sit. We are
planning a Booze-Cruise for the
first weekend in May. It will be
out of Boston Harbor, and we will
rent a boat for the night. We will
have sign-ups as soon as we can
get a, definite price.

FOXBORO--The Bridgweater
State College Singers will be
featured in concert at Foxboro's
Boyden Library on Sunday,
March 16, at 3 PM.
Dr. Theodore C. Davidovich a
vocational
Foxboro resident, is the c~n
wra intramuraisl
ductor for the Chamber Singers, a
test results
select group of 20 mixed voices.
A graduate of California State
Horseback riding - Starting University, New England ConThose students who took the
Strong Vocation Test~- The
and
Stanford
Monday, April 7th, every Mon. & servatory,
results are qow in the
Wed. at 2:50 - meet at gym lobby- University, Dr. Davidovich is
office of Student Services.
Two groups will go out - one at Assistant Professor of Music at
Contact any member of the
3:00, one at 4:00.
Bridgewater State College.
Student Services Division
The Chamber Singers have
for an interpretation.
Softball - Meeting for those in- performed throughout New
terested - Monday, March 17 - in England, and have toured Penn- .
one of the Gym classrooms at sylvania and New Jersey as well
grant checks
Included on the March 16th
3:30.
program will be a wide variety of
choral works, including "I Am
Swim meet - Meeting for those
interested - Monday March 17 - in . The Rose of Sharon," by Billings;
Checks will disbursed for.
one of 'the Gym classrooms at "The Vale of Tuoni, ". BY
second semester beginning the,
Sibelius;
and
"Just
Ere
the
Dawn
4: 00. Swim team members not
week of April 7, 1975, for the
eligible to race - can help organize of Day," by Distler.
BASIC GRANTS
(BEOG),
is
invited
to
the
The
public
if you want.
SUPPLEMENTAL OPconcert, sponsored by the Friends
PORTUNITY GRANTS (SEOG),
of Boyden Library. There is no
Basketball - Finishing up of admissian charge.
and
NATIONAL
DIRECTi\
season - week of Aprit'? - TourSTUDENT LOANS (NDSL).
Boyden Library faces Foxboro
nament week of April 14.
Students should report to the
CO,mmon, which is reached via"
Financial Aid Office as soon as
Rt. #140 north, off Rt.#95.
Golf - Watch for information to be
possible to amek appointments to
posted.
pick up their copies of the
class of '76
Promissary Notes for the.
Archery - Watch, for information
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
to be posted.
LOANS, should bring this copy
The Junior class officers would
when they make their aplike to apologize for the delay in
pointment.
selling the T-shirts. We were in
job bank
dire need of people to work a t the
'76 yearb~ok
tables. Hopefully we will be
selling regularly again next week
The Division of Student Ser(if we haven't already started).
vices has recently purchases a
new micro-fiche reader to be used
We would also like to thank all the
in connection with the Division of
Juniors and Freshmen who at- Any Juniors interested in running
Employment Security Job Bank
tended Junior-Freshmen Nite in for Editor, Assistant Editor,
Program.
All students
the Rathsk~lhu·. Thanks to you it Secretary,or Treasurer,' of , the
desiring full- or part-time
was a great.success. <On: Monday 1976 yearbook must sign
!(employ,ment - ·are -" ennight, ,,"pri! 7, 19751 we wi~lbe nQminat~on papers in the S. U. Info
couraged to make use ofshowing two movies:' "The Owl Booth before Marcl:l19th. There
this reader to scan the job
and the Pussycat" and "The will be a brief meeting Wed.
listings which are updated
Harrad Experitnent". in the March 19th, at 4:00 in the yeareach day.
'
ballroom of the Student Union. It book-office for all those interested,
A Simple three-step pl'ocess is
will be arranged so that everyone in these positions.
all that is required to make
, . CIiII _ . . . . . . . . . as _ _ • • . • • . • • ' . ~ &3 . . . c::a_.!:::11
use of this valuable
reSOUl'ce.
I<~irst, you
should confer with Mr.
Petitpas or Mrs. Jones to
determine
the
code
number used in reference
to the particular position
~
you are seeking. Second,
you should learn to scan
I
the microfiche cards
which
include
both
~
professional and nonI
professional job vacancy
listings from across the
If you hav.c a problem, need help,
I
sta te of Massachusetts.
m
or Just want to rap.
I
Lastly, you should record
tbe job reference numbers
for any' positions in which
I
I
you a're 'interested.
.
Mr. Petitpas and Mrs. Jones
For those interested in working on the :
then 'call the Division of Employment S~~urity Ofice to obtain
hotline, there will he a training session :
additional infQrmation pertaining
April 12th and 13th, 8am-6pm.
;
to the,pOsitions and will set up an
interview for you directly with the
9am-6pm :
•
Call 697..8111 Mon.-Fri.
prospective employer.
This could be t~e b.est half hour
~
'u
..
_ ..,.,..,.........rs:J+
you have inv~~tetl in your job
future! ,
..

DB;f

i

. PUOSTO

i

Bridgewater' Hotline

697-8111
Cedar St.
Mon.-Fri. 9am toll pm
Sat.& Sun. 7pm - llpm

!
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"A place to stand"

t

u

i

Foundation from Texas will
conduct this 'workshop which
deals with helping the child
discover himeslf as well as
helping parents and teachers to
better understand the child. The
workshop is free and will be held
on Wednesday, March 19, from
8:30 AM to 4:00 PM with an hour
break for lunch.
This
should be an extremely
worthwhile experience and
SNEA asks for the
professors' co-operation in
allowi''ng any interested
students to attend. A sign
up sheet is located in the
SNEA office.
We are
limited to 50 participants
so please sign up NOW!
Other up-coming events include Our POSTER BOARD SALE
in the ballroom from 9-1: 00 on
Tues., March 18 and ELECTIONS. Anyone interested in
running for an office should sign
up in the SNEA office. This will
not obliga'te you to run, but will
give the present executive board
a chance to get in touch with you
and let you "know the score!"

¥

tennis tournament
The deadline to register iol' the
Campus Tennis Tournament,
sponsored by the Program
Committee, has been extended to
Friday, March 14. The events
include men and women's singles,
'doubles, and mixed. The cost is
still $1.00 per person, per event
Trophies will be awarded.
Register today at the infor mation
booth. ,

farm workers
Viva La Causa! : Ia Causa, The
United Farm Workers Support
Comm. at BSe is having a
planning meeting Tues. March
18th at 11:00 a.m. in Rm 207 and
207. Vicente Silva, NEng. campus
coordinator will be guest speaker
and give a report on the recent 100
mile march to Gallo wine HQ. in
Modesto, Calif., where over 18,000
workers rallied this past month.
Brother Silva will also report on
'caompus activity throughout New
England, including march 3rd
picket line around Harvard Bus.
school where over 200 students
protested Gallo's unwillingness
to have free elections. All are
invited to attend this meeting.
Help make 1975 the year for
victory. Boycott lettuce, grapes,
Gallo & B.P.M. 1975 Vinceremos! !

commuter'assoc.
General meeting and elections.
All welcome. Tuesday March
18th, 11:00. Ratfiskellar Free
Cffee and Donuts.

lecture

snea
The
Student
National
Education Association invites
members of the college community to take part in "I S.EE A
CHILD,"
an
educational'
workshop based on the book of the
same title by Cindy Herbert, The
Learning
About
Learning

,'
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Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
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Our fast growing church is actjvely seeking
enviornment-concious new minist~rs wh~ believe what we believe: Man should exist in
harmony with nature. We are a non-structured
,
faith, undenominational, with,n~ traditional doc'
j
trine or dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket 1.D.
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
'.
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
establishments extending aq.llu~omatic
"'.' ", ~"i
cash discount
."
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, fun~r~s(

a
,

(

Professor
Hamilton
of
Bridgewater StateColege will
speak on the topic --"Modern
Rural France--A Social Science
Approach". The lecture will take
place in the Green Room at 11:00
on Thursday, March 20th. The
lecture will be in English. The
event will co-sponsored along
with the History and Frech Clubs.

~,'"'~ec~rch o"cons~~tio~ ~

,
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4.
emption from property and other taxes.
,
Enclose a fr~e-wi1l dOrultion for the minister's eredentials and pocket license. Your ordination is recognized in all 50 states and most foreign countries.

t
t

t

Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary ESiher,FIO:dat,

l ...-.. ..-.. ..-.
32569.

~
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superstar
St. John's of E. Bridgewater is
sponsoring the original, full
length film, .Jesus Christ Super
Star on Saturday, March 22,1975.
There will be two showings at the
East Bridgewater High School
auditorium; one at 2:00 p.m. and
the other at 7 :00 p.m. Admission
for the film is only $1.00. Tickets
may be purchased at Grant City
in Bridgewater or at the door on
March 22. This event promses to
mal<0 Easter more meaningful
this year.

HEY YOU'
/n}erested In gelling Involved
Anyone. In =l-ere'5 "t.e"*in
runn H1q for an oAIce of SlJEA

?

(sfudent Naflona(Edueaf;on As~)
ohou Id s(gn up in the SJ.JEA D.([,ce.
~15 is Nor a eommi4-menf fo run!

FLYING PIZZA
697-8631
Bridgewater delivery only

Tues.-SIll"

~5:0{) .. 11:0{))

. I
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Prior to the 8 week period of clinic, clinicians
meet to get acquainted with
each other and to receive
additional information on
the clinical administration.
The variuos lllformaT diagnostic ~esting procedures
are expla.med to aid the
clinician :in" determining
where his child r s physical wealmesses are located.
'Ihe inital week of' clinic
with the children is centered around establiShing
"a .fotmdation of' trust and
friendship between child
and clinician , vital to an
effective program. Inf'ormal testing is also begun.

by Katie Mason

Early on Saturday mornings
when most Brid~water state
students ~e dreaming of
Friday nights adventures,
fifty coed volunteers rube
the sleep from their eyes
and head off to Kelly G~
.nasium before their roommates can turn over twice.
These BSC students are engaged in a unique 8 week
experience called the
Children's Physical Development. Clmic. The clinic,
innovated· in the spring of .
1974; engages fifty unde~
graduates and graduate stu...: .
dents 1nvoledwith improving
the "total fitness" of forty-five special needs children. Each child's emotion.al and social growth is
considered desired and equaliy as important as his
physical development.
At 8 am.m every Saturday
the 50. clinicians meet at
Kelley Gymnasium. The first
hour of clinic is spent
interacitng with a specialist who is iqvolved with
the needs of the exception~
.. al child. A two part pro-:
warn with the child', consist:ingof an hour in the
gym "and an hour· in "the
pool; begins at 9: 15. One
clinician .aids the development of one child during
the 8 week period through
carefully planned and indi....
vidually designed activities
to' Tit that child's need.
At the end of the program,
clinicians talk with the
parents and then. discuss
in a group any problems or
.success,es <,.tb~¥. -.!e,J:lcoun,ter~q. ..

While the children are involved in the Clinic, their
parents meet with Dr. Huber,
the director of the Clinic~
in a counseling session.
Through these sessions,
parents learn about the educational problems of exceptional children and are
given a chance to vent questions concerning the effect
of motor develop:rrent on
'
the overall educational
plan of the child.

Upon completion of' the tests
a clinician has these, plus
a special psychologists report, which then enable
him to decide upon a prescriptive progression of
activities to fUrther the
child's development.
TIle remaining weeks of the
clinic are spent working
with the child~ one to one,
in the designate program
to help overcome or co~
pensate for his handicaps.
Weekly written records of
any progress or :regression
the child exhibits are
kept by the clinician. It:'
must be kept in mind that
these exceptional children·
include mongoloids," emotion§l disturbed, physically
handicapped, blind, and
learning disabilities. Pr0gress· is slow and sure ~ but
regressions do occur. Clinicians confer·with parents
after each session to relay
progress and/or suggest
ways' the parents may aid
the progress of the Child
during the week. "

The Children's Physical I:eveloprrent Clinic is the only
one of it's kind presently
operating in the state of
M:lssachusetts. Bridgewater f s
clinic was lnnovated in the.
spring of' 74 and has grown
from servicing 23 special
needs children-to the present number of 45. The number of alinicians has
grown considerably as well.from 27 to 50. The first
clinic was restricted to

::..

;
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eve 0 ment
Physical Education and
pecial Ed. J.VJaj ors . However, now the requirements
are only that you be in the
field of education and are
interested in Adapted Phys
Ed. At this time PE, Spec
Ed and Psych maj ors along
with 4 graduate students
are included in this practicium experience.

M

learn to interact with the
exceptional child, and perhaps find an aspect of their
personality they didn't
realize was there. Most of
the clinicians are inter-

VJBIM, BSC ~ s FM radio sta.... .
Greg Lee of the Brockton
tion, . held it's second
Weifare Office spoke. Also
annual "WBIM WEEK" March
led by Pat Barnes was an a
3-7, broadcasting live from
open discussion on Friday
the foyer of the Student U
of that week on the special
Union Building.
needs bill, Chapter 766,
The program,co-ordina,with guest speakers Dr. Pr
ted by Jack Correia, enter
escott and Dr. Baldrate.
tained the college communDr. Joyell spoke on Camity throughout the week wi .
bodia on behalf of the ESC
th various shows starring
Travel Fair .
...
all of the WBIM D.J. 's.
"We thougq.t it was a pre
Special features of the we
tty successful week. I
ek included an interView
hope that people' saw that
with Rep., It'lynn by Pat
WBIM:ls something more than
Barrles and a forum on
a juke box aiid- that wedoWel.fare conducted by Jim
,a. variety of· things." conm
YIoore during which guest:,,;. ,.::,.~ .. ented Corre~~.;,
.

.

..

•
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The field of Adapted PE is
new and wide open. At the
recent fJffiPHEE (Massachusetts Assoc. of Health,
Phys Ed & Recreation) con..; .
vention held at the Shere.., ...
ton Plaza in Boston, nr~:r:;.·~;t,.··;,
Hubert presented the CPDC.. L:::,2'·
(Children's Phy. ~v. Cb?}·:'
to a statewide gathering of'"
physical educators. Their
response to the clinical
approach with exceoptional
children was enthusiastic
and encourag±ng.

The experience clinicians
recieve during the 8. week
period is invaluable to them
personally as well as professionally. They establish adaptive programs,

8
I

,IS .

ested in becoming Adaptive
Physical Educators. Upon
graduation, it is hopeful
that they will establish
similiar adaptive clinics
in their elementary and
secondary schools curriculum providingexpceptional children with a chance
to transform their lives.

Clinicians who began 4
semesters ago ewe nO\-l assisting in the administration of the clinic. During
the times of 8-12 on Saturday mor:ri:imgs, they ove~
see the clinicians and help
out when it is needed.
These students are seniors
Arm Freti and Debbie Murry
and juniors Tessie Myer,
Martha Marshall "and ADdi
Golden.

W
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Presently the FE department is heading to~ a
concentration in APE using
the clinic as a projected
practium exper,ience.

Live music entertainment
was also on hand. Tuesday
with Tom Seraban, folk
singer and pianist, and on
Wednesday with Woodrock, a
foJk music group and also
on Thursday. wfith folk sin
gers Dennis O'Neil, Chris
Lee and Jack·Leo.
"
llie week was wrapped up
on Friday with the WBIM
Disco Party in the Rath
skellar where prizes were
given for'various winners
of dance and singing contests.

W
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Susan

Brookfield:

ACUI Womens'
Billiards
Champion

Posing with Coach Joe Yeskewitz (center) are Mike Arseneault, Bill Fletcher, Rick
Badsttini and Al Jolmston, who qualified

for the Nationals in the BOO tr'ee relay.

Swi11l11lers Qualify
for Nationals
Tpe Bsc swim te.am participated in the New England
Championships held at Brown
University this past week-end.
The team did not place high in the
over all standings but many
personal bests were swam and
three varsity, records were
broken. The records to fall were
'the 100 butterfly, with a record
time of 56.4 seconds set by Rick
Battistini. However, Rick didn't

stop there later he proceeded to
brea,k the 400 Individual medely
record in a time of 4:40.7. Not to
be denied Al Johnston who has
shown continued improvement
every time he swimms set a
record in the 500 freestyle with a
5:15.8.
To top off the Championship the **» FREESTYLE
RELAY PLACED TENTH AND
WERE NAMED ALL New
England. The swimmers were

Bill Fletcher, 1:57.9, Rick Battistini, 1:55.5, Al Johnston, 1:52.6,
and Mike Arseneault, 1: 50.6 for a
total elapsed time of 7:37.1
which also qualified the relay to
participate in the Nationals. The
relay along with Coach Yeskewitz
will travel to Allegany College in
Meadville ,Pennsylvania for ,the
NCAA Division III Championships . where they will compete with other swimmers from
all over the country. Best of

tuck.

It seems the many athletic
events which occur around
Bridgewater come to the attention of the Student body.
Although there remains a few
,events which fail to gain the
recognition which they deserved.
It seems the gameroom of BSC
has fostered some notable
characters who do deserve our
recognition.
Hopefully the
following article will give a few
people the recognition they
deserve.
Susan Brookfield is our prime
candidate for recognition. On the
7th & 8th of February. Susan
walked away with all the marbles. She took 1st place in the
ACUI Region I Billiards championship. The ACUI .Region I
incompasses New England, Nova
,Scoti~, New Brunswick and
England; So one can see that she
had her work cut out for her.
Susan got right down, to
business promptly' knocking off
her first 4 opponents but then she
was subjected to a 5 hr. wait
before facing her next opponent.
The tournament was a double'
elimination event which thus
rna tched Susan against the
winner of the losers bracket.
The first game of the finals was
played against a large and attentive. Susan lost the first game,
leaving the deciding game to be
played after an intermission of 1
hour. . Susan dominated the
second match pulling herself
together after her earlier defeat.

She promptly pocketed the 1st
twelve balls of the rack. She then
continued her five sho(Jl;ing and
ended the game with a 35 - 18
rally.
There were other participants
from BSC at the tournament. Bill
Kelly was, representing Mens
Billiards. Bill is well qualified for
the sport in that he is 2 time
champion at BSC. It is the 3rd
year that Bill represents ESC in
this tournament. Paula Vintro
was our representative in
Womens Table 'Tennis andK..Etith
Martin handled the paddles in the
mens' division. Mac Kilner took
the responsibilities in' the chess
tournament. Mac has been in this
role the fast two years,
representing BSC. He got ther job
this y~ar when Robert Shelling
the current champion was unable
to attend.
All the participants from BSC
won at least one match in their
respective fields. With such a
large and varied group of contesteantS the competition was
stiff. Just to earn a spotin the
tournament was a tribute to their
ability. The BSC delegation are
very enthusiastic abQut their
experience and are looking
foward to next, Year.
Representatives for ACUI are
selected by campus tournaments
sponsored by the Student Union.
The next time you see the announcement for a tournament
stop and think. It may be you in
next year's tournament.

Captains for the '75 ESC baseball team are Fran Dwyer
and Ken

OWen.

Th1s picture speaks for it self.
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Coach Harry Leaman talces a elose look at the Freshman
ballplayers.

BASEBALL

A Freshmr:ln hopeful take a

turR with

the stick.

The Baseball season will be
upon us before
we publish again so we thought
we might as well give you a little
preview. The team will be going
to spring. training in College PRK
M?ryland over the" vacation.
During their stay in Maryland
they. wj!l be playing some of the

Community College teams in the
area, such as Ane Arundel and
Howard. The veterans returning
this year exspect to have a strong
season and are hopeful that the
pitching staff will be able to
perform up to par. Fr more
detailed reports on the BSC
baseball team look to the next
issue of the'Comment.
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Questions: What does the number
have to do· with the
women's
basketball team?
Answers: A) It's the total
number of fans at the home
games this year
B) It's the amount of money in
this year's women's atletic
budget.
C) It's the number of points
BSC scored in the semi-final
game. of the MAIAW
Tournament
this
past
weekend.
If you selected answers A or B,
you may be closer to the truth
than you realize, but the correct
answer is C.
Bridgewater
crushed Westfield State College
117-56 last Saturday morning, in
the semi-final round of the,
MAIAW
(Massachusetts
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women) Tourney at
Tufts University. Every BSC
player (all 12) scored, with 6
hitting for double figures. The
victory over Westfield placed
Bridgewater (who had drawn. a
bye in the quarterfinal round) in
the tourney, final Saturday night
against SMU.
"117"

Comm~nt

up with her finest performance of
the season hitting for 15 points in
the first game and 12 in the
second. Sophomore Sue Walas,
selected to the tourney All-Star
Team, averaged 12 points and
pulled down 14 rebounds in the
SMU game. Joining Sue on the
All-Star Team was Karen Baptista, who came up with 16 points
in the SMU final. Joan Howard's
16 points and 12 rebounds in the
semi-final game and 11 points and
12 rebounds in the final game
resulted in her selection as
tourney MVP.

basketball team'?
Yes, once' again BSC',s offensive machine was in high gear,
and the Bears overwhelmed SMU
95-49, just missing reaching the
century mark for the second
time that day. SMU scored the
first basket, but BSC reeled off 32
unanswered points before SMU
knew what had hit them. The
Bears, again with 6 players
scoring in double figures, outClassed the tournament field to.
run away with the Division I
championship.
Captain Bardy Stevens came

Question: What does the number
"95" have to do with the women's

BSC weightlifters qualify
by Kevin Hanron
The 1974-1975 sports year at
Bridgewater State College has
been a highly successful one for
many of our athletic teams, with
some teams and individuals
qualifying for regional and
na tional competition.
You may have already heard
about cross country, basketball,
swimming, etc., but how many of
you realize that the BSC community includes two champion
weightlifters?
Probably not many, since 1)
Weightlifting is a little--publicized
sport, and 2) Both men (Mike
Capachione and Peter Vuono) are
commuting students.
But after lifting in relative
obscurity, both will compete on
April 4-6 in the National
Collegiate Weightlllting Championships at Northwest Missouri
State ,University.

for nationals
Mike Capachione, a 22o-lb.
Physical Education major from
, Brockton, is the current New
England heavyweight champion
in the sport of power liting '(not
Olympic & T.V. lifting, but a
version requiring more strength
instead of timing, etc.) He has
squat lifted 500 lbs. (N.E. record
550), bench pressed 360, and 2hand deadlifted 610 Ibs.)
Remarkably, Mike has lifted
for only 2 years after competing
as the starting fullback on
Brockton HIgh's powerful 1972
football team.
Peter Vuono, a 181 lb. light
heavyweight from Brockton, is
ranked 1/2 on the East Coast and
finished 4th in the New England
championships last year. He is a
Special Education major. and has
lifted for 8 years. In addition, he
captained Brockton High's

wrestling team.,
Unfortunately, both lifters
have had to hurdle some financial
obstacles in order to go to
Maryville, Missouri for the
'Nationals. Like all athletes on
campus, they have suffered the
fate of having no funds available
from the Athletic Department,
despite the fact that they will be
competing as a
"team"
representing BSC.
So, Capachione and Vuono
have each forked over $225.74,
with some financial aid from
former U.S. Olympic hammerthrower Bob Backus. And
Bridgewater State College will
gain national attention in the
sport of powerli'f,ting.
So, to Mike Capachione and
,Peter Vuono, I wish you good
luck!

OPEN 24 HOURS

SKI CLUB RAPIDL Y ORGANIZING·NOT FOR SKIIERS ONL Y
You don't hav to know a thing
about skiing to be a member and
active participant of the BSC Ski
Club as we are now expanding
into other areas of interest. This
decesion was agreed upon after
realizing what a shame it would
be for the Club to die just because
the snow melted. Although ski
trips and ski weekends were the
main motive for the start of this
group, we also wanted to provide
some thing for everyone. Some of
the activities planned are
canoeing, biking, backpacking,
camping, and other outdoor trips,
all of which will be day and!or
weekend excursions. The Club
will be organiziDg committees to

work on each of these projects.
All volunteers and suggestions
are welcome. This group will also
be going up before the S.G.A. to
change the name. And though the
new' name hasn't been made
definite yet (possibly the B.S.C.
Sk,i: and Wilderness Club?) this
organization is not to be confused
with the Outing Club.
The fact that our group is
newly formed hasn't held back
the determination of the officers
and members to get things
moving. We have already had a
very successful day trip to
Roundtop Mountain in Vermont in
which I honestly can say a good
time was had by all. There is a

weekend trip planned for
Sugarloaf Mountain in Maine
during March 14, 15, and 16 additional information can be
found at the tnfor booth or by
calling Sue Giannetti at 697-8226.
This Thursday in the Rathskellar
at 4:00 p.m. the Club will have a
general meeting in which one of
our members will be showing
slides of her six month hike down
~ T'here
the I.ppalachian Trail.
will be final plans set on the
Sugarloaf weekend and general
discussion on the direction of the
Club's future. So come on down
and get involved - you just might
find something worth your

while!!
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Special OlY11lpics
at BSC
by Sue Lawson
Cheers arose as the puck was
centered 'a~d put in for a goal. A
stunned
.'goalie stood silent while his opponents victoriously tossed their
sticks in the air. It may not have
been the opening game of the
Stanley Cup play-offs" but for
those who participated in the
championship game in Saturday's
Special Olympics Poly Hockey
tournament here at BSC, that
didn't matter.
PolyHockey, very similar to
gym or -flo~,r hockey, was
developed by Jim Morrissey from
the Cardinal Cushing Shoo~ in
, Hanover, and has been played by
mentally retarded boys and girls
in the state of Massachusetts for
seven years. In 1972 it was accepted by the Mas~achusetts
Special Olympics Board of
Directors as an official team
activity.
Rules are simple, the team
consists of seven players, with
unlimited reserves.
Positions
are, goal tender, two defensemen,
two centers and two forwards.
The game' is divided into two 12
minute halfs and no checking is
allowed!
Equipment includes'
polyethelene hockey sticks and
pucks, two six foot wide by four
feet high goals, and any large
wide open space such as a gym or
a playground area.
Poly Hockey'is easily learned,
and requires very little skill.
Coaches and teachers who have
presented it to their children have
been pleased to find that many
boys and girls who have
traditionally shied away from
competatlve team games are
some of the most enthusiastic
participants. This is especially
valuable when one realizes that
the vigourous exercise inherent in
the activity, contributes in the
developement towards alertness,
motor coordination anq a ~ealthy.

One arm raised in victory as Taunton

James DeFazio one of the referees looks at a trophy won by

sco~s

a goal.

Acti~ in the girls match berweel'!- ST. Coletta and New Bedford.,

one: of the participants.

competitive spirit. The latter ot"
which was not lacking by anyone
present on Saturday.
400 participants of both sexes,
ages 8 to adult, were on hand here
and at East Bridgewater High on
Saturday. These 400 represented'
thirty different teams from both
public and private institutions
across the state. 70 BSC students,
mainlyphysical and special
education majors, conducted the
event, (timing, refereeing,
,monitoring, lifeguarding and the
list goes on) under the direction of

Dr: Joseph Huber and Prof.
JoAnn Smith, which culminated
four months of planning time.
Breakfast and lunch for thE.
students was provided by our own
Mister Do-nut and MacDonald's.
The day began early, 8:00am, '
as buses rolled into the Kelly
gymnasium parking lot, and ,
ended around 3: 30pm with an ""
awards ceromony of trophys and
certificates.
The tournament
itself was set up in a series of'
double elimination rounds, to
insure each Jearn of playing at

Two participants in the games pose with two of the monitbrs.

The name of the game , Sportsmanship.
Photos: McFarland & Goudreault

and observed at both the gym and
least twice. T fill the gap between
games, players could relax and, East Bridgewater, will be subenjoy a movie, take a refreshing mitted to the Joseph P. Kennedy
dip in the pool, or spetate at an on- foundation for the adootion l}f
going game. Although, many Poly Hockey into the National,'
were anxious to see the results of Special Olympics program-:-a' previOliSgaffieor a team nofyef There can be little doubt as to the
encountered and crowded around acceptance of Poly Hockey by the
foundation, for, if teamwork,
the scoring table.
The success of Saturday's sportsmanship and enthUSiasm
tournament is not oniy important are what its all about, the cheers
to those who participated. A and handshakes at the end of a
report, based on what was heard hard-won championship game on
Saturday, mad~ them a reality.

